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A HISTORICAL NOTE ON THE BOUNDARIES
OF NEW MEXICO
By P. M. BALDWIN

The question of boundaries, being intimately connected
with property rights and political jurisdiction, is a prolific
source of serious disputes whenever the lines have not been
pr'ecisely determined. The settlement of such disputes,
whether by war, diplomatic negotiation, arbitration,litigation, or legislative action has led to events of major historical importance. Of stubbornly fought contests of this character New Mexico has had its full share.
Under the Spanish and Mexican regimes the need for
precise boundaries did not exist. The settlements on the
upper Rio Grande and adjacent territory, under the authority of the governor at Santa Fe, were separated from other
jurisdictions by broad zones uninhabited by civilized people..
But the transfer of sovereignty from Mexico to the United
States changed the situation. The aggressive American
pioneer would inevitably push out into the unappropriated
area and take up every foot of available land. The question arose: Would such settlers be entering upon the public
domain of the United States or upon land· comprised with.,.
in the state of Texas?
The western limits of Texas, according to its own claim,
were definite enough. They were the Rio Grande to its
source, and from there a line drawn due north to the paraJ'::
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leI of 42 degrees. Everything between this line and the
international boundary, as laid down in the treaty with
Spain in 1819, was Texas. But the United States was unwilling to acknowledge so broad a claim, on various
grounds. It. would have made Texas disproportionately
large, compared with even the most extensive states of the
Union; it would have thrust a long projection of Texan
territory between the public domain in the .Missouri basin
and the new acquisitions in the Southwest; it would have
placed a considerable population of Spanish-speaking people,
who had been promised by treaty all the privileges and immunities of American citizens, under a jurisdiction wllich
they regarded with dislike and suspicion; it would have
meant handing over to Texas a region which was indubit-·
ably a part of New Mexico, for· it had been settled and
known by that name before Texas was thought of; most
important of all, it would have been surrendering to a slave
state a vast ar,ea of "free soil", much of it lying to the north
of the sanctified line of 36-30.'
The Senate committee; of which Henry Clay was chair"'
man, which drafted the series of measures constituting the
famous "Compromise of 1850", proposed as the boundary \
between· Texan and United States territory a line drawn
frolIl a point on the Rio Grande twenty miles above EI Paso
to the intersection of. the 100th meridian with the Red
river! (It must be especially remembered in all these discussions that the place referred to as EI Paso was the Mexican town of that name, 'now called Juarez.) Clay, himself
conjectured that the nearest approximation to a true line
woul~ be one drawn from EI Paso, or just above it, to the
head of the Red river. The line suggested by the Committee, he said, cut off from New Mexico a small triangle
1.
For a scholarly analysis of the complex political currents which found
their vortex in this famous boundary squabble, see W.J. Spillman, "Adjustment
of the Texas Boundary in 1850,"' in Quarterly of the Texas State Historical As8ocation, vol. 7, pp. 178'195.
2. ·Cong. Globe, vol.· 21, part 1 (31st Cong., 1st sess.), p. 945.
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north of El Paso, but compensated the territory with a much
larger triangle further to the north and east. (See map.)
The justifica'tion for this procedure was that certain settlements above El Paso were said to desire union with Texas,
and that the larger triangle, which Texas would lose. was
land of dubious value, inhabited only by Indians." Texas
was further to be compensated for acceptance of this boundary and the relinquishment of its claim to all the country
east of the Rio Grande, by a large sum of money, the amount
of which the Committee left blank, to be filled in by Congress.
In support of his contention that the true line ran just
north of EI Paso, Clay cited: first, a decree of the Mexican
Congress in 1824, in which the northern boundary of Chihuahua is declared to be a line "drawn from the east to the
west of the. point, or pueblo, called Paso del Norte;" second,
the language of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which
speaks of the international boundary as going up the Rio
Grande and then "along the. whole southern boundary of .
New Mexico (which runs north of the town called Paso)".
The Treaty did not state how far north of the town, but
Clay thought it was " a league or sometliing less," because,
as he explained, the line had been shifted a little from thedecree of 1824, so as to place the military post· of Paso del
Norte within the jurisdiction of the governor of Chihua~
hua! It may be noted incidentally that a line could easily
be drawn "something less" than a league to the nprth of
this post which would have placed the present town of EI
Paso, Texas, in New Mexico.
The boundary proposed by the Committee was subjected to serve attack from vario~s quarters. Senator Ben-·
ton of Missouri declared that it would "cut New Mexico in
3. !l>id.. vol. 22, part 2, p. 1262. It is difficult to see how Clay arrived at his
conclusion, because a few sentences previously he had stated that by Mexican law,
t.he southern boun~ary of New M~xico was a iine drawn "east and west of the
Rio Grande," a little to the north of El Paso.
4. Ibid., p. 1262.-
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two just below the hips, and give the lower half to Texas,
leaving New Mexico to stump it about as best she can, without feet or legs.''' Citing in Spanish the language of the
Mexican d€cree of 1824, "tirada de oriente a poniente del
punto 6 pueblo llamado Paso del Norte," he maintained that
this had meant a line beginning at EI Paso and proceeding
thence westwards. East of that town, he contended that
the southern boundary of New Mexico should be the Rio
Grande as far down as the mouth of the Puerco (Pecos).
He flourished a map published by the Texas Land Office
which, he averred, proved that the western boundary of
the State was the meridian of 102 0 , beyond which no Texas
land titles had been granted. He therefore proposed an
amendment that the boundary should be the 102nd meridian from the Rio Grande north to latitude 34 0 , and then
should turn eastward along that parallel till it met the Red
river." This boundary, its proponent declared, would leave
Texas a compact state, yet amply large enough to be later
divided, should 'its citizens desire it, into two states, hy ':\
line along the 98th meridian and the Colorado river: .
Benton's line was the mOE't generous to New Mexico
of any of the proposals made in Congress, but his contention
that New Mexico extended southwards to the mouth of the
Pecos can hardly be sustained·. There is no doubt that, ill
the period preceding the Mexican war, the state of Chihuahua not only included El Paso, but jurisdiction over territory considerably to the north of it, in fact, over land included in what is New Mexico today. The Dona Ana Bend
Colony held its title by virtue of a Chihuahua land grant,'
although at an earlier period jurisdiction over the region
had been exercised from Santa Fe." If the Committee wished
to include in Texas the settlements on the Rio Grande near
6. Ibid., vol. 21. part 2, p. 1381. .
6. Ibid., p. 1380.
7. Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican History, vol. III. p. 1D6.
8. Twitchell, 071. cit., III, In.
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El Paso, it is difficult to see why it did not gO 'further
north and include everything south of the J ornada del
Muerto and, if it conceived that the proper line was the
boundary between New Mexico and Chihuahua, the facts
concerning the land titles would have given it good authority for doing so. On the other hand, it may be pointed out
that Texas had no more right to part of Chihuahua than it
had to New Mexico. In fact, to prove that San Elizario,
Ysletu, and the other settlements on the left. bank of the
Rio Grande, aCl~OSS from El Paso, had formerly belonged to
Chihuahua, would seem to constitute the very strongest
denial possible of the Texan claim. This tract simply formed
part of the territory obtained from Mexico by conquest and
purchase. Of course, if the United States Congress wished to
attach this part of the public domain to Texas, it could do
so. This, however, would be a grant of additional territory,
and is quite at variance with the idea that Texas was being
asked to relinquish territory which was rightfully hers and
was entitled to a large monetary compensation in consequence.
The Congressional joint resolution, by which Texas was
admitted into the Union, had provided for its future division into several states, not exceeding five in number." Such
division would, of course, need the consent of the State and
of Congress. Accordingly, it was natural that some legislators should. seek to take advantage of this provision to
solve the difficulty of disposing of the Texan claim to the
satisfaction of all parties. Benton's suggestion has already
been noticed. Senator Foote of Mississippi introduced a
bill providing for a state of Jacinto to include that portion
of Texas lying east of the Brazos, as well as for three -territories, namely, New Mexico, Deseret, and California:. The
boundary between Texas and New Mexico was to be the
Rio Grande. Senator Bell of Tennessee proposed that the
9. Thorpe, Constitution" and Charters, 59th Cong.. 2d sess.• House Doc. 357,
vol. 6,' p. 3545.
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parallel of 34° from the Rio Grande to the Red river should
be the dividing line between Texas and New Mexico and
that south of this line three states be formed, one east of
tp.e Trinity, a second between the Trinity and the Colorado,
and a third between the Colorado apd the Rio Grande.u
He pointed out that the area contemplated as capable of
division into five states was evidently the whole area
claimed by Texas, and argued that this constituted a recognition by the United States of the full Texan claim at the
time of annexation.'o
While these various proposals and counter-proposals
were being bandied' about in the Senate, the state of Texas
was taking measures to assert its authority over the disputed area. Its legislature had pa~sed an act (March 15,
1848), creating: a county of Santa Fe, with the following
boundaries: "Beginning at the junction of the Rio Puerco
with the Rio Grande, and running up the principal stream
of the said Rio Grande to its source, and thence due north \
to the forty-second degree of north latitude; thence along
the boundary line as defined in the treaty between the
United States and Spain, to the point where the hundredth
degree of longitude west of Greenwich intersects Red river;
thence up the principal stream of said Red river to its
source; thence in a direct line to the source of the principal
stream of the Rio Puerco, and down the said Rio Puerco
to. the place of beginning."'· The state government sent a
commissioner to Santa Fe in February, 1850,' to organize
the county government, but he met with opposition from
.the commanding officer of the United States army stationed
there. Governor Bell wrote a letter to President Fillmore
asking him to disavow this act, but Fillmore was just as
firm in maintaining the authority of the Union in 1850
10. Congo Globe. V()J. 21, part 1, p. 166.
pages 168-17l.
11., Ibid., p. 439.
12._ Ibid., vol. 22, part 2, p. 1258.

The 1ext of 'Foote's bill is given on
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as Jackson had been in 1832. . His reply to the Governor
, was courteous and conciliatory in tone, but quite' unmistakable in meaning. In a message to Congress (August 6,
1850), transmitting the correspondence,. the President declared that "all must be now regarded as New Mexico which
was possessed and occupied as New Mexico by citizens of
Mexico at the date of the treaty, until' a definite line of
boundary shall be established by competent authority." The
New Mexicans had been guaranteed certain rights by treaty,
and he considered it to be the duty of the Executive to uphold the Treaty as the supreme law of the land.'"
Fillmore's stand brought down upon his head bitter
denunciations from the Southern politicians. In a debate
in the House of Representatives, Howard of Texas declared
that the President was assuming to declare that territory
east of the Rio Grande was not in Texas, and concluded:
"Jt now remains
be seen whether a soverign State of
this Union can be invaded by the Federal Government, and
subdued within its own limits by military power and violence.. The solution of this question will form an era in the
history of this government." Morse, of Louisiana, said that
"since the days of the alien and sedition laws,there has
been nothing in the history of this country that so' com- .
.pletely annihilates every idea of state rights as this very
message," and he opposed the printing of a document containing such. "monstrous heresies."" Stephens of Georgia
also addressed the House at great length, strongly condemning the presidential message.'" Meanwhile, in the Senate,
Henry Clay warned· his colleagues that a clash between
Texan and United States troops would be the signal for
civil war,]· and Daniel Webster said that of all the matters

to

13.
14.
15.
16~

Ibid.•
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid..

vol. 21, part 2, p. 1525.
p. 1528.
vol. 22, part .2, pp. 1080 et seq.
p. 1412.
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then before Congress, the Texas:New Mexico bOunq~ry
was the most important "because most immediately menacing evil consequences."l7
The crisis undoubtedly hastened action on the bounda,ry, yet the line proposed by the compromise committee
was doomed to be defeated. Extremists on both sides combined in voting for a motion offered by Senator Pearce
of Maryland, to strike from the compromise bill all that related to New Mexico and Texas. Pearce then presented a
bill of his own, which laid down the present boundaries."
ThIs bill passed the Senate on August 9 and the House on
September G, and so the vexed question of the Texas-New
Mex~co boundary was at last. disposed of except for the
rather important detail of marking it on the ground. Of
this; more will be said below.
Of all the various boundary proposals put forward
in 1850, this one which was finally adopted drew the most
inconvenient and illogical line. It gave to Texas a shape as
peculiar as. a gerrymandered country. Northward the "panhandle" projected nearly, but not quite, to the southern
boundary of Kansas, leaving room for the "no man's land"
that later becam~ the grotesque elongation of Oklahoma. The
triangular extension westward, with EI Paso.at its furthest
limit, belongs to the region of the high plains and is geographica!Jy, economically, and historically connected with
southern New Mexico, yet. the parallel of 32°, for no particular reason, throws this natural area into two political jurisdictions. In this respect the Committee's line would have
been only a slight improvement. Benton and Bell's proposals
would have avoided this particular difficulty, but Bell's
state between the Colorado and the Rio Grande, stretching
from near Socorro clear down to Brownsville, would have
been a long, straggly' affair. Taking later developments
and the geography of the country into consideration, the
17. Ibid., p. 126~.
18. Ibid., vol. 21, part 2, p. 1520.

See a1.0 Spillman, op. cil., p. 1,;2.
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unprejudiced thinker would probably come to the conclusion
that Benton's suggested division of the region was the'
most sane and statesmanlike of any.
Pearce's boundary bill had been amended in the Honse
to provide for the erection of a territory of New Mexico.
The act so amended received the sanction of the President
on September 9, 1850. The new territory might have been
curtailed to the south and east in favor of Texas, but it was
extended on the west to the limits' of California. Between
Texas and California it was bordered on the south by the
Republic of Mexico and its boundary therefore coincided
with' the international boundary. In the language of the
treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, this line, after leaving the
Rio Grande, was to run "westwardly, along the whole southern boundary of New :Mexico (which runs north of the
tovm called Paso) to its western termination: thence, northward along the western line of New Mexico, until it intersects the first branch of the river Gila; thenee down the
middle of the said branch and of the said river, until it empties into the Rio Colorado." The Treaty further stated
that "the southern and western limits of New Mexico," thus
referred to, were to be those laid down in a map of Mexico
published in New York by J. Disturnell in 1847.''' On this
map the boundary of New Mexico was shown as 'leaving
19. Malloy, William M.; Treaties, Conventio1ls. de., 61st Cong., 2d sess., S.
Doc. 357, yolo I. p. 1110. There is a facsimile of ~hc relevant portion of the Dis~
turn ell map in the poc!<et of U. S .. Geol. Survey Bull. 68D.
The map at page 125 reproduces the relevant features of the Disturnell mal). to
which have been added tllC positions of the same features as shown on a modern
map, and lines showing the claims of the two cOlln-:-'rie"s.
Since the Disturnell map was chos(.~n by the treaty· makers to govern tlle plucing
of the international boundary, it may be, supposed 1-hat it rer>rescntcd the best g-eographic knowledge of the region obtainable 3t the time. It may therefore fairly
be taken as throwing some light on the vexed question of the Texu::3-Ncw M(~xico
boundary.
The name NUEVO MEJICO 0 SANTA FE (sic) has been placed
exactly where Disturnell had it. It will be noted that the southern boundary of
this pro\'ince is marked _. in a rnthcr indefinite \vay, it is true - co-ntinuing cant-warel from the Rio Grande to join the old international hou~(b.ry on the lOOth
merid}an.
This would support the li:le proposcfl by the Compromis(~ Commit:tee.
but apparently the Disturnell m&l) was not used as evide.t1ce in the senatorial deb:l.te.
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the Rio Grande in latitude 32" 22', proceeding westward
for three degrees, and then turning northward at about
longitude 107 0 43'. However,' the map was highly inaccurate in its location of many of the geographical' features,
and this gave room for arg'ument that the boundaries. were
si~ilarly misplaced. Its inaccuracy may be appreciated when
we realize that if the Rio Grande could be shifted to where
Disturnell had it, it would be in the valley of the Pecos;
and EI Paso would be in the vicinity of Carlsbad cavern.
The extent of the error can be seen from the following:
Geodetic position of EI Paso (Juarez)
On Disturnell map
Actual position
Latitude, north
32 0 15'
31 0 44'
0
Longitude, west
104 39'
106 0 29'
Thus, 'the actual position of EI Paso is over half a degree further south and nearly two degrees further west
than as Disturnell showed it. Therefore, if the boundary
were surveyed on the ground so as to preserve the same relative position to the town as given by the map, the boundary itself would have to be correspondingly moved to the
south and west. This solution would be the one most favorable to the United States, whel~eas a determination based
'on the projection lines shown on Disturnell'B map wouhl be
the best for Mexico. The difference was about as follows:
Southern boundary
~Testern boundary
On Disturnell map
32 0 22'
1070 43'
0
With reference to EI Paso 31 51'
109 0 33'
The Treaty provided that the United States and Mexico
should each appoint a commissioner and a surveyor to run
the line. As it was impossible for these men to determine
any line which was strictly in accord with the terms of
the Treaty" the two commissioners, Bartlett and Conde,
on December 25, 1850, agreed to a compromise; namely
rthatthe initial ~oint on the Rio Grande should be in 13lti-

·

....

.
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tude 32° 22" that the line' should be run thence' westwarc(
for three degrees. and then due north 'till' branch of the
Gila river was encountered!O This' arrangement ma'de the
"southern limit" in favor of. Mexico and the "w~stern limit" .
in favor of the United States. 'As the Bartlett-Conde line
left theR'io Grand~ just about opposite the present town
of Las Ciu~es, it ~il1 be seen that it abandoned' to Mexico
the' town of Mesilla (then' on the west side of the river)
arid a strip' of fertile land in the Mesilla valley. On the'
other hand, it preserved for the' United States the' rich miii~;
ing region in. the vicinity of Silver City, and Bartlett be~'
iieved, that he' had made an advantageous' agreement.' But"
a more imporlant interest than mining'was involved. The
most practicable route for a Pacific railroad .:- the oiw
with the easiest grades and the only one free from the
menanceof' snow - lay through southern New Mexicq and'
the agreement was believed to prejudice this route. 21 When
the American surveyor Gray put in his appearance - seven'
lpoI).ths after the agreement had been made ahd wheri part
of the lirie wa's already run .:..- he refused'to recognize' it,
arid was supported in' his' stand by Graham, the astronomer;'
and by Emory, who succeeded"him." ThisacHon precipitafed'
c
a debate on the question in Congress, arid the interests
opposed to the Bartlett-Conde agreement were successful'
in getting an amendment tacked on to the" aPl:iropriatiori!
bili ot' August, 1852, which deprived the boundary commission of funds "until it' should be ma~e' to appear to the'
President of the United States that the southern boundary
of N~w Mexico had not been' established ~urther north of
EI Paso than is laid down in the Disturnell map." In accordance with this provision, Fillmore decided that the

a
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20, Bartlett, J, R., Personal NCLTTaiivc, vol. I, Pp. 201·3.
21. E. g. see Congo Globc, vol.. 25, part 1 (320 Cong., 1st sesS., App.), .1'. 777._
where Representative V. E, Howard of Texas alludes to this point in 'strongly
condemning Bartlett for making the agre~ment.
22. Rippy. J. Fred; The United States and Mc",ico: .1'. ,110:
,
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funds could not be used, and the commission was obliged
'disco~ti~ue' <;>perati~~is."'" . .
, .
'"
", 'The events which f~llowed this action led to a serious
international situation. Governor Lane of 'New Mexico
d~c'ided
to assert. his jurisdiction over the contested'
area.
1'>''''
.. "
•.
.
4dvancing to Dona Ana he there issued a proclamation
~~~Iarin~ that Mesilla belonged to New' Mexico, and mailed
a cony to Angel Trias, governor of Chihuahua.' The latter
i~nt~ a bellicose reply and pr~pared to resist Li:\ne's claim
1;>~ roilitary force.','
As a result the little town of JY.[esilla
b~ossomed for a time into front-page prominence and th~
~~wspaIJers of both countries were filled with dis.cusslons
?l a probable renewal of the war. However, even if the
United States had secured the line for which it contended,
~'t' 'would, r~any ha ~re made little difference ~s, far as :,th~
:p:lUte for a railroad was co;ncerned, since i~ would,.in ,any
case have,had.to, run north of.the Gila. What was wanted,
'\Yas l:l.d~itional teI;ritory; and James Gadsden. was.' sent. to
Mexico, City to purchase it.. His mission. resulted·.in the
',-:1.'<',
t~eaty ,of December. 31" lS_5~, Which .secu.red for, thetJ:I,lited
States an important str,ip 'of territory' between .the'Rio
G~~~de·
~nd.th~' Coior~do.
river,
all. of ~hich ~~s:at th~
';'
.
.
time added. to, New Mexico."" . It rendered· irrelevant· all
f,~rthe;
dispute concerning the proper
iocation of
the lin~
I",'
,
"
'
•.
u.nder the treaty ·of Guadalupe-Hidalgo.
.
" .. The new boundary established by the Ga<l§den treaty,
tr,a,t is, the s(;!ction which deviated fro~ the 'former treaty,
provided for a line leaving the Rio Grande in latitude 31'? '
i~',' pr~ceedi~g westward for one' hundred miles, the~
t.10~ni~g d~e, south to latitude 3~ 0 2Q', westward, along that,
parallel
with the. 111th meridian, thence
.. ' " , ' , .to its intersection
.
:,
in a straight line to a point in the Colorado river twenty
miles below its junction with the Gila, and up the channel
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Rippy, op, cit., pp. 111-3.
Rippy, op. cit., p. 118.
MnIl~y, op. cil.:, pp. 1121-2. U. S. Statutes at Large, vol. 10, p. 575.
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of the Colorado to the said junction. This line was run
and marked by an international joint commission in 1855,
Major Emory being the American commissioner and Senor
Salazar the Mexican."" It was necessary for the surveying
parties to be protected by military escort for fear of Indian
attack. In the course of time many of the mon~ments along
·the line became obliterated, so a convention was concluded
with Mexico in 1882, and renewed in 1889, for the re-survey .
of this porti~n of the internatl'onal boundary. ' Thisw:ork
was done in 1891 and durable monuments erected!'
Let us now return to the· Texas-Ne';N Mexico boundary
and see how its actual survey on the 'ground was carried
.out. In 1853 .the United States and Texas each appointed .
a commissioner to cooperate in running the line!S The
United States commissioner was John H. Clark and· the
'Texan, William R. Scurry. 'These men started work, with
their party, in January, 1859. Their initial point was the
intersection of ',the Rio Grande with the parallel of 32°. ~.
They established the position of this point by connecting
it with Frontera, an astronomical station established by the
international boundary commission in 18~0·. .From the
initial point on the river they then carried the line of 32°
eastward for 211 miles, mostly by chaining, b1,1t partly by
triangulation. :rhe termination of this long line was as;sumed ,to .lie on ,the 103rd meridian and was established as
~~e south-east cor~er of Ne~ Mexico.
In the mean.time
,Scurry had withdrawn from the work, so Clark went on a.I;ld
finished it ,alone. Turning northwards, he surveyed for
some distance along the supposed meri<;Ii.an of 103°, .and
:then, owing to lack of water, decide<;I to change his plans;
namely, to establish the. northwest corner of Texas ~J).d
26. .Emory's report on this survey is given. in 34th Cong., 1st ,SPSS., I-Iouse Ex.
Doc. 135, 4 vols.. Washington, 1857.
27. The, report on this survey is contained in 55th Cong., 2d ,s'el3s:. S. D.De. 247,
Washington. 1898.
28. Baker, 1\-:Iarcus, The NortJ/./wes.t BOltlldary of Texas, lJ. S. Geol. Survey
.Bull. 194, p: 15.
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thence to sUI"Vey the 103rd meridian" southward. This
he accordingly did, transferring his longitude from a point
established on the Kansas boundary, one-half· degree north
of his new initial point. He then ran the line southward, app:m~ntiy for about 172 miles, but left an unmarked gap of
about 69 miles between the part surveyed from the northern
and that stlrvey'ed from the southern end:" He made some
'obs'ervations for longitude at Rabbit Ear Creek, near the
northeast corner of Texas,but in the hurried closing of his
work apparently did not work up his results. In this connection it must be borne in mind that before it became possibre to transmit instantane'ous time signals by teleg-raph,
the determination of longitude was a very tedious and difficult process and even then not peHectly reliable. The
longitude of Frontera, upon which Clark's establishment of
the south-east 'corner of New Mexico rests, was determined
by Major Emory by a long series of observations of m'oon
culminations extending over four lunations (January to
April, 1852). Only a very well equipped commission could
afford to make observations of that character. 'However,
if Clark had worked up the observations he did make, he
might have discovered that his line was too far to the west.
It is now known that the northern section of the lin'e is in.
longitude 103 0 02' 13,80"" and the· southern part in 103 0
03' 55.0'2". This means that Clark's errors deprived New
Mexico of a strip of land 310 miles long and from about
two and a half to four miles. wide, roughly half a million
acres. Some of it is not worth much, but the towns of
Farwell and Texline are situated within it and it runs adjacent to valuable oil fields, so that its value for assessment
purposes may be considerable.
29. Douglas. E. M., Boundaries. Areas.
. .. of the United States and the Sev~
eral States. U. S. GeoL Survey Bull. 689, p. 154. The text says the unmarked gap
was 116 miles; the number 69 i3 given in an erratum slip accompanying the hli.lletin.
Baker, op. cit., p. 19, ~ake;, it 130 miles, but a rCl)roduction of Clark's general map,
which is bound in wlth Baker's article. confirms the 69 miles which Douglas gives
as his final figure. This is further in agreement with the gap of one degree
latitude assumed by the Scott-Cockrell commission in 1911.
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As New Mexico was not a' state at the time the 'Clark
survey was made, the line needed only to be ratified by the
United States and Texas to become the legal boundiu'Y.
It was accepted by the United States in an Act of Congress
passed March 3, i891, and by a joint resolution of the Texas
legislature oil .March 25 of the same year. However,
because the Ne,v Mexico constitutional convention iii
1910 adopted a clause which stated that the boundary was the 103rd meridian, a joint resolution of Coilgress (approved February 16, i911) was passed, whicl\
declared that the lines laid down by Clark' were the legal
boundary ana that any provision of the New Mexico state
constitlltion to the contrary was null and void."O Not satisfieli
with this, Congress inserted. in the joint resolution admi~
ting New.Mexico and Arizona to the Union (August 21,
191i) a clause requiring New Mexico's acceptance of
Clark lines as a condition of admission.
The act of February 16 had further provided for a new
United States-Texas boundary commission, to resurvey
boundary and to re-establish the Clark lines. Accordingly;
in 1911 the Scott-Cockrell commission, as it was called
from its leading members, identified. monllments placed
by Clark at the north-west corner of Texas and at th.e southeast co'rner of N ewMexico. From the former pOInt a
was run south to the 34th parallel, and from the latter north .
to the 33rd. The intervening gap of one degree was bridged.
by a straight line joining the two terminal points.; it bear's
N. 1 0 00' 42" E. The 32nd parallel boundary was also re:.
surveyed at. this•
time,
and its length was found to be a little
. . .
,
1
over 209 miles,"" The Scott-Cockrell re-establishment of
the Clark survey was approved by executive ord.er dated
February 25, 1913.

tlie

ll1

me

line

30.
31.
32.

U. S. Statutes at Large. vol. 36, part 1. pp. 1454-5.
ibid.. vol. 37, part 1. p. 39.
Douglas, op. cit.. p. 165:
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!The formation
. ,', .'... of
. .Colorado
.
,., territory in 1861 led
.. to a
,r,eduction,of New·Mexico 01). ,the north~east. P,rior to this
.~,e<;lu·ct~9J;1, then~~hern liWit, .from longitude lQ3° west to
the :,\unImit of the Sierra l\ladre(San Juan' mountains),
.:was the Pi'trallelof 38°. The line then tUrI~ed, south an,d
.east, following the crest of the mountains, to latitude 37°
and then went west along that parallel."" The new norther:n
..boundary was to be latitude 37° all .the way. By this reduction New.Mexico was deprived of the important coal-mining region around Trinidad and Walsenburg, and also· of
of the Rio Grande.
.jurisdiction
.
. over the headwaters
. .
'.
The Colorado-New Mexico line was surveyed by E.
:N. ;l!arIing in 1~68, pr~sumably'on the 37th parallel, but
.he did not succeed in getting the line straight (if the expression "str3,ight" can be used of a line on the earth's
.surface). Near Edith, Colorado, there is a jog in the line
of nearly half a mile.. In 1901 a re-survey in this vicinity
w.as undertaken by the' authority of the State of Colorado,
but th,is wa's nO,t binding ,on New +VIexico. I.n 1902 CO,ngres('1
authorized are-survey 9f the entire l,ine between Col,0rado
on
hand and Oklahoma and
Mexico
on
the
. the one
' . "
. . New
,.
,
,
.
ot1wr. This survey was carried out by :a. B. Carpenter a1).d
.a:cq~ptedby Congre:,\sas the legal .b9UIl,dary, ,only .to meet
with'.the :veto of Preside~t Roos~velt. Th~ Carpenter line' is
~o~si·dera9.lY porth .9{ tl1~ D~rli~.g lin,e .i,~ ~~n1ep"i~ces ~.r~d
13,outh of .it in pther,s.34 Thi~.situ!tti(;m has led Jo a ~eg~I
<;lispute between Colorado'? ar,t<;l N,ew ¥etcico before the
:U1j1it~<;l Sta,tes.~upreIne Cou'r,t. ,According to a le,tter re~eived by the writer from the Distri.ct C::tdas,traJ Engineer
;(dated. ~ay 1, 1.929); t}.1:e decision .<;>f the' ,Co,l,lrt .is·· that
parling'!" line must stand as tpe legal b9unclary.
.,'

/.

-

"

-,

,

.

33. Douglas, op. cit., p. 202. The erratum slip changes "Saguache" to "Sar.
Juan" mountains, and· further says: "Ch:lnge western boundary of New Mexico
north of latitude 37° so as to incl~de the Rio Grande draina~~e basin. n
34. Doug-Jas, op. cit., p. 200.
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A second reductiQn of New Mexico was made in 1863
when the territory of Arizona was erected. (A portion of
, the area thus cut off was ,later surrendered by Arizona to
Nevada.) The line between the two territories was made
the 32nd meridian west of Washington. By an act of Con- .
gress of September 28, 1850, it had been ordered "that hereafter the meridian of the observatory at Washington shall
be adop,ted and used as the American meridian for all,
astronomic purposes." The act was repealed August 22,
1912, but wherever meridian lines are used to d,efine boun~
daries originally fixed between these dates, they will be
fO,und to be measured from Washington. The old naval
observatory at Washington was 77 0 03' 02.3" west of
Greenwich.'" Hence, the boundary between Arizona and
New Mexico is 109 0 03' 02.3" west of Greenwich. ,If Congress had not passed the act above referred to, it is probable
that the line would have been made the 109th meridian, so
,the act gained New Mexico a strip over thr~e miles wide
along its whole western side. (On the other hand, New
Mexico is fortunate that it so narrowly escaped having its
'eas~ern boundary defined by a Washington meridian.' The
,ac,t was I'lassed only 19 days after the settlement of the
Tex;as boundary. As it tur,ned out, however, Clark's ,error
placed the line approximately on the 26th meridiap. west ,of
'Yashif,lgton, which i,s the line ,Congress might h,ave been expected ,to use). The Arizona:~New Mexi,co I~ne wa~ sur~
veyed ,in ~875 \lnd,er ,the direction of the General ;Land Of~
fic,e. Although the monument erected ,at the northern termination of this line is 1 mile 45 chai,nseast of the mark
established by Darling ,for the south:-west corner of Colorado, it w,as nevertheless taken as the initial point by a party
surveying the .colorado-Utah boundary in 1885, and thus
described 'at that time. "A stone 7 feet by 12 by 6 inches
set 3 feet in the ground, and marked on the northeast face
35.

u. s.

Statutes at Large .

.\'"01.

n.

p. 515. and yel. 37.

part 1. p. 342.
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"COLO 37° N L," on the southeast "N MEX 32° W L,"
on the southwest "ARIZONA," and on the nortliwest
"UTAH 1875.';:16 It is remark~ble as the only point in the
United States which is the common corrier of four states.
The short boundary between New Mexico and Oklahoma is known as the Cimarron meridian. It was established in 1881 by Messrs. Chaney and Smith, U. S. suryeyors, by their owri independent determinations or latihide and longitude."' Their work seems to have been done
wi~h commendable accuracy, although their establishment
of the north-east corner of our State had later to be moved
14.11 chains. further south. This corner has been recently
determined by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey to be
in latitude 37° 00' 00.645". In other words, the latitude
of this corner is practically correct and the longitude is
6.75" (approximately 0.1 mile) too far west. The south end
of this Cimarron meridian is 2 miles 14.65 chains east and
5.47 chains north of the northwest corner of Texas, as
established by Clark, which explains the jog in our eastern
boundary, so evident on inspection of. the map.
There remains to be considered only the short length
of the State boundary between the parallels of 32°' and
31° 47', where the line between Texas and New Mexico is
defined by law to be "the channel of the Rio Grande, as it
existed on the 9th day of September, 1850." The river has
shifted its channel 'considerably since that date. Shortly
after New Mexico became a State, a suit was instituted by
New Mexico against Texas in the Suoreme Court of the
United States t~ have the proper boundary judicially determined. The court appointed a special master to investigate the problem and make a report. The evidence taken"
covers 3,500 pages, supplemented by about 200 maps, photographs, etc. The case dragged on for many years and a
"

36. Douglas, op. cit., p. 20l.
37. Bal.:er. ap. cit .. pp. 28~9. Furt.her information derived from hotter to the
writer from the General Land Office, dated May 10. 1929.
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decision was not reridered till Decemoer 5, 1927. It sustained the contentions of the State of Texas at all points.
Samuel S. Gannett, a geodetic and astronomic engineer,
was appointed by the Court ~o survey the line, and this
survey is now going forward.""
The most important evidence as to the location of the
river in 1850 is a survey made along its west· bank by a
Mexican engineer named Diaz in 1852, by order of Salazar,
astronomer of the Mexican commission appointed to assist
in running the boundary under the treaty of GuadalupeHidalgo. According to the decision of the Court, the river
is to be assumed to have been 300 feet wide, so that the
center of its channel would be 150 feet east of the DiazSalazar line, or 150 feet west of certain Texas surveys made
along the left bank in 1849 and 1860. At the 32nd parallel
the river is to be taken as having .been 600 feet west of
Clark's monument No.1, established by him in 1859 and
re-established by the Scott-Cockrell commission in 1911.
Mr. Gannett's task is. to determine from these data, as
nearly as it can now be done, the location of the channel
of the river in 1850. The Gannett line, if approved by the
Court, will then become the official boundary. The effects
of this decision are likely to be important.
Although Texas won the case at law, it is expected that
2100 acres of land,now on the tax rolls of El Paso county,
Texas, will be put into Dona Ana county, N. Mex., whereas
only 300 acres, now in New Mexico will be thrown into
Texas. The lands expected togo to New Mexico contain
some valuable real estate., According to the Rio Grande
Farriwr (Las Cruces, N. Mex.) of September 26, 1929:
The new boundary line being run by Samuel Gannett,
special boundary commissioner for the United States
Supreme Court, throws the new $5,000,000 plant of the
EI Paso Electric Company, the seed house at the Spear's Oil
38. U. S. Supreme Court, State of New Mexico v. State of Texas. No. 2 Origin~'I.
October term. 1927.
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Mill, and about 2100 acres of land into New. Mexico at
Texas' expense. Fr,om 300 to 500 acres of the dispute.d
lands go to Texas. It is estimated that the increased a.ssessments will add about .$33,000 to Dona Ana county"s
tax rolls.
.
The new line will divide f::).rms and, 'in some instances,
,buildings, tl)rowing one-half in Texas and one~half in New
Mexico. Concrete markers will be set at each angle of the
boundary.
'.
.
.
A· study of state boundaries shows the importance of
the science of astronomy and its practical application in
geodetic surveying. Important political and proprietary
interests depend upon the accuracy with which the surveyor performs his task. The original surveys of our State,
boundaries, which were accepted as the legal lines, were· '
made when the methods and instruments in use did not
permit so high a degree,of accuracy as is now the case. In
view of this fact, and the human failing to be sometimes
a' little careless, it is not surprising that the actual boundaries do not correspond exactly with those laid down by
law. The following is a reasonably accurate description of
the boundaries of New Mexico as they actp.ally exist:
Beginning at a point in porth ll'!-titude 37 0 00' 06.74,5"
an9- longitude 103 0 00' 06.777" west of Greenwich; thence
south for one-half degree following the Cimarron meridian
established~bY 'Chaney ~nd, Smith in 1881; theIlc~ west' 2
mil,es 14.65 chai;tJ.s, south 5.47 chains, to the llQrth-west
corner of Texas in l,atitude 3~0 '30' 01.60~", longitude 103 0
0,2' 2$.177"; thence south along the Jine surveyed by Clark
in 1859 ,am;! re-establisl).~<;l by'the Scott~Cockreil c~mmission
,in 1911 to a point in latitude 31 0 59' 58.02," longitude 103 0
03' 55.52"; thence west again follo\Ying the said surveys,
along the reputed parallel of 32 0, to a point 600 feet west of
Clark's monument No.1, as re-established by the ScottCockrell commission; thence southerly, following the line
now being esta.bJished by Samuel Gannett as the ,channel of

NEW MEXICO BOUNDARIES
the Rio Grande on September 9, 1850, to a point in latitude
31 0 47' 01.608/1, longitude t06° 31" 45.109/1; thence, following the line surveyed by the international ~oint commission·
in 1855 and i'e-established in 1891, west for 100 mil~s, then
south to the pa:rall~l of 31 0 20', then west again to the 32nd
meridian west of Washington (l09° 03' 02.3/1 west of
Gr~enwich) ; thence north aJong the siiid meridian, as establish by the surveyors of the General Land Office in 1875,
to its intel;seCtion with the 37th parallel; thenc~ east along
the said parallel, as marked by Darling in .1868, to the point
of beginning.
31l

in

39. The geodetic positions given'
this'· paragraph were su':pplied. to the writer
b~' courtesy of' the 'Gener'aJ I~and' <;lffie·e.·
. '
."
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A. BUNGLING
AGENT SETS. THE
.
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, ' .

MILITARY ARM IN MOTION'
. ~Y JOHN

P.

CLUM

The official records heretofore quoted" show that the

Sa~C~rlos . Police· Force h~d' pr~~ed' itseif effi~ient and'
sufficient in the matter· of the enforcemen't
o~der an9

of

discipline within their reservation from 1874 to 1889; tha,t
the great body of Apaches on that reservation were quiet
and obedient during said period, and. that the troops were
removed from the reservation in October, 1875, and were
not recalled at any time up to or dming 1880.
There was, however, one serious affair that occurred
during the period above referred to, the exact cause of
which I have not been able to ascertain. This was the
breaking away from the reservation of more than half of
the 453· Indians whom I brought over from Ojo Caliente,
N. M., and located in the Gila valley near the San Carlos
sub-agency in May 1877.
In his annual report for 1878, Agent H. L. Hart, mentions this outbreak briefly as follows:
On September 2, 1877, about 300 of the Warm Spring
.Indians left the reservation, taking with them a number of
animals belonging to other Indians. They were followed
by the police and Indian volunteers. Nearly all of the
stock they had was captured, thirteen Indians killed, and
. 31 women and children brought back as· prisoners by the
different parties that went in pursuit. The Warm Spring
Indians shortly afte1' surrendered to the military authorities
at Fort Wingate, New Mexico, and have since been fed as
prisoners of war ,at Hot Springs, New Mexico.
1.

Copyrighted 1930.

2.

"The San Carlos Apache Police" in N. M. H. Rev., IV. 67-92.

THE MILITARY
ARM IN. MOTION
.
-
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This record is supplemented by Brig. Gen. John Pope
i.~ his annual report dated October 4, 1878, as follows:. ..
The Apaches, who broke away last year from the San
Carlos agency, in Arizona, and were J;ecaptured by the
troops from this Department, are now in process of removal again to the San Carlos agency. They have given no
t1"ouble since. they ha.ve been recaptured, and I think will
gi1!e none at the a,gency to which they aTe no.w en 1"Oute.
Agent Hart does not give any reason why these Illdians
left the reservation; 'neither does he intimate that the trti~
~nts resisted their pl;lrsuers, nor that they committed any
depreda:tions prior to their "surrender" ~t :fori Wingate,
New Mexico.
General Pope says these Indians were "rec~ptured,"
but he does not give anY'details concer~ing this ~chililvement
by his troops. He simply says that af~er the "recapture"
t~ey did not give anyon'e any trouble, and he di9 not. think
they would give anyone any trouble in the future - thus recor(Zing hi.c:. official decla·mtion that these In~ians 1v?r~
peaceable, O1"cZerly and obedient, nnd that hi} be~ie·ved they,
would re1no,in so.
I have already presented an account of my removal of
these' i~dians in 1877:' At that time they readily agreed
to go to S.l:ln Carlos, nnd. thei1" conduct during' the progress of
lha:t reny,ov'al was peac(}able, orderly C!nd obedient. Then
why ~.id a majority of this tribe break away from the reservation on Sept. 2, 1877? It will be remembered that I
di~covered a severe cas~ o~ smali-po~ the morning we ief~
Ojo Caliente, and that other cases developed while en route
to Arizona, and I recall that the disease persisted with more
or ~~ss f~tal effect among this ba'nd for' some' time after
their arrival at San Carlos. Inasmuch as these Indians
fled
their
.. from
. the reservation less than four ~onths after
"
•

.,

:

.

'I

'

3.

~<;e

l:J. M. Hist. J!ev.,

III.

2?~39.

;

"
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ahival, and only huo months after my retirement" as a.gent~
it is not improbable that they grew restive because of the
direful effects of the small-pox and a belief that their new
location was 'tmhealthful, and, taking advantage of the unsettled conditions incident to the change of agents, that a
majority of the Warm Spring band fled from the reserva"
tion in the hope that they might thus escape from the ravages of the dreaded disease.
'
The fact that the Warm Spring Apaches were removed to San Carlos in' the spring of 1'877 without the,
slightest difficulty, and the further fact that, "about 300'"
of these same Indians gave no trouble while under the
surveillance of the New Mexico troops from Septe';nber;
1877, to October, 1878, would seem to justify-General Pope's
opinion "that Itmey wO'ttld give no t1'ouble in the future provided; of course, that, they, were given firm, intelligent,
and sympathetic direction. The above facts would also
seEi;m to justify .the conclusion that the very serious trouble
e:J.:pe1'ienced with the Warm,Spring Indians and Chiricahua
Indians between, 1881 cmd '188'(; w~s the direct result of
flagrant mis-rule.
.
During the summer of 1881 Agent, Tiffany committed
a stupid' and stupendous admi~istrative blunder ~hich interrupted the seven years of peace, spre~d consternation and
, unrest throughout the reservation, and precipitated an outbreak of the Chiricahuas, the penalties and sacrifices for
which were suffered and endured by the pioneer citizens
of Arizona and' New Mexico and the mass of orderly dis~
posed Apaches upon the resen)ation for. more than a decade
thereafter.
This miserable blundering was of a two-fold character.
His first grave offence was his failure to send the Sari
Carlos Agency Police to quell an alleged threatened ~p-:
rising in the northern section of the reservation, instigated
by a fanatical Apache medicine-man: and his secorid 4.

See N. M. Hut. Re".• III. 127-130.
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,and much graver - offence; was the' despatch of an Official communication to the commanding officer at Fort
Apache on August' 14th, demanding that troops be sent
upon the reservation for police duty in the matter of the
arrest of the insubordinate hoo-hoo medicine-man.
This demand was complied with and Nock-e-da-klinny,
the medicine~man, was arrested without resistance on
August 30 and conveyed part way to Fort Apache, but
when the troops halted for the night the camp was attacked
by some of their own Indian scouts, and in the fight that
ensued Captain E. C. Hentig, four soldiers, and the Indian
medicine-man were killed, and three soldiers fatally wounded. It was inevitable that the news of this clash betwee:Q
the mutinous scouts and the troops would cause much excitement, and even alarm among the White Mountain
Apaches, but they did not indulge in, any acts of insubordi~
nntion.
These exceedingly disastrous results were accomplished
the ver?! first day the troops were invited back upon th¢'
resen.'ation for police duty. 'And although there was no outbreak' of the White Mountairi Apaches, and no hostiles upon
the reservation, except, the small faction of mutinous military scouts belonging to the detachment ,stationed at Fort
Apache, the most alarming rumors of an impending Apache
u'ar were broa,dcast throughout the country. Forthwith,
General Willcox, commanding the Department ,of Arizona,
telegraphed to the east and to the' west for reinforcement~,
with the result that twenty-two companies of troops ~,
eleven from New Mexico, and eleven from California
(which included three batteries of artillery)-were rushed
into Arizona "on detached se'rvice against hostile Apaches."
I was then publishing the Epitaph at Tombstone, and I well
remember the military blare that the Apaches were to be
expected.
.
The military arm had been set in motion with a ven.;.
geance. The troops concentrated in the Gila valley at San
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CarIos and Camp Thomas, and were maneuvered so effec.tively that they succeeded in driving Geronimo, Hoo, and
Nah-chee, with th,eir bands of Chiricahu.as from the reser- va-tion on September 30 ' - exactly one month after the
troo}Js had been 1'eturned to the reservation for the specific
pur'pose of arresting the 'medicine-man on the Cibicu, sixty
or se11enty miles di.stant from the Chiricahua camp at the
sub-agency on the Gila~
The annual report submitted by Agent Tiffany for 1881
is dated "September sixth" - just one week after the fatal
clash between the troops and the Indians in tfte Cibicu country. From that report we quote the following paragraph:
The police force of scouts hav,? been, as usual, very efficient
and usef,ul ; indeed, ,this agency could not be kept in it p present qu,iet· state 1Vithoutthen~. They fear no dang'er, ar.e
quick and obedient, have'rendered efficient service in brE'ak- .
ing up tiswin parties, and have destroyed at least 2000
gallons of this villainous drink. They have scouted this
reservation as it 'never has been policed before, and the
force is a terror to evil-doers and run-m'\'ays. I have too'
few of them. Too much praise, cannot be given them.
The above enthusiastic endor.sement of the agency
police was penned by Agent Tiffany only 'a few days' after
the troops, at his request, had entered the reservation for
duty that should have been performed by the, agency police;
'an officer, seven soldiers, and the rriedicine-man had been
killed upon the reservation by Apaches; twenty-two companies of troops were being rushed to Arizona as reinforcement to aid in quelling an alleged uprising among ,Indians,
belonging to the Sail Carlos agency; 'and yet the agent
blithely proclaims that "the agency could not be kept in its
present quiet state without them ( the agency police)."
Particular attention is also invited to the extraordinary
fact that although this annual report was of considerable
length, Agent Tiffany has not recorded therein any details
of the very important and disastrous events relative' to
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the nlleqed up1'ising a,mong the WhJte Mountain Indian.c; inS])iTed by l'/ock-e-dn-lclinny, or of the officinl a.ction lal~en
by h1:m-if any-foT the purpose of apPTehending the viciowr
medicine-man and queUing the disturbance. He does not give
the slightest hint as to why he did not send the agency police
to arrest Nock-e-da-klinny instead of demanding that the
troops at Fort Apache should be sent upon the reservation
for that purpose. In fact, the very unfortunate situation
thrust upon the White Mountain Apaches as a result of the
monstrous blunder of thdr agent was refer-red to only twice'
in this report - and then only in the most indifferent and
casual manner,
At the beginning he says that he must write his report "from time to time as opportunity offers, for the reason that besiAles the regular business of the agenc?J, the..
Wh?:te M onnto,in cl1:stll'r!Ja.nce e11.(lrOSSC8 much time and attention," and in the concludin.r.: paragraphs referring to crop
returns he says.. "many fields were abandoned, caused by the
outbreak of the White Mountain Indians," and also that
"many fields were destroyed b?J the military camping on
them and feeding whole commnnds for days."
However, Agent Tiffany has inadvertently told us that
a7.rend?/ the orderly and industrious Indians were paying the
penalties for the recent invasion of the troops - at his rE;lquest .:- tMough the loss of the crops they had planted and
culti1Jatedin the fields that were abandoned because of the
disturbance, 01' that had been used a.s Gamp1:ng grounds by
the military.
I have made extensive references to the annual report
of Agent Tiffany for 1881 for the purpose of impressing
the fact that I have searched in vain for some statement
by the agent in explanation of his action in ignoring the
agency police and in calling upon the troops to arrest the
insubordinate medicine-man -- an action which.I have always denounced as absolutely unnecessary and most disastrous to aU concerned.
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Obviously, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Price had
been advised of the signs of unrest among the White Mountain Indians, and in his annual report for 1881 he says that
in June of that year considerable excitement was occasioned
among these Indians by the proposition of Nock-e-da-klinny
to bring to life certain deceased warriors - provided the
Indians made him numerous and valuable gifts ill the form
of horses, blankets, etc., and that the arlent remonst1'a:ted
with the ['V/,dians ~on the ground of the folly of the thing
and the waste of their goods. The commissioner further
states that both the agent and the military authorities at
Fort Apache feared that the medicine-man was working
on the supersitions of the Indians to bring about an outbreak.
Up there on Cibicu. Creek, less than a· day's journey
from the San Carlos agency, an old Indian began to "nw,ke
1nedicine" '-- and some trouble. To me the story is strange
and weird - but exceedingly interesting, for in all my experience with the Apaches I never knew a so-called "medicine-man" who exerted. any influence - except upon his
unfortunate. patient whom he tortured with his rattle and
his moans and groans.
But it appears that Nock-e-da-klinny did create some
excitement with his preposterous medicine babble - thus
making himself an offender against the good 'order and
discipline of the reservation. ·Albert Sterling, chief of the
agency police, made an investigation of conditions on the.
Cibicu and reported the situation as "very serious," but no
steps were taken to quell the disturbance. Every circumstance confirms the opinion that upon receipt of the first
news of the disturbance on the Cibicu the San Carlos Police
should have been sent to the camp of the medicine-man with
positive orders to arrest him - alive, IF CONVENIENT.
In any emergency the police force could have been augmented to whatever strength the undertaking seemed to demand. When 1 removed the Chiricahuas from Apache Pass
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in 1876 I had with me a company of 54 Apache police. but
these were "special" - the regular agency force numbered
25, and these remained at San Carlos for service on the
reservation. Again, when I went into New Mexico in 1877
on the trail of Geronimo I had with me 100 Apache police
- also "special." Likewise, in the summer of 1881 a 1314licient lorce of agency police should have been despatched
with positive orders to arrest this deluded medicine-man,
' - and if the arrest had been ordered early in this hoo-doo
medicine game there would have been no, serious ti·ouble.
Eventually the an:est was made without resistance.
But this potent agency police force was ignored in this
vital affaii- while the agent "REMONSTRATED" with the
Indian dupes. If, instead of 'remonstr'ations, the agent had
executed a few vigorous demonstrations "'lith his agency
police in the immediate presence of old Nock-e-da-klinny he
would have pr"eser"ved the peace on the reservation and obviated the ugly, pages of the "Cibicu war" and its distressing
'sequences. Unhappily, the many and severe penalties which
resulted from the agent's weakness in this affair we're
visited upon the Apaches and not upon himself.
Commissioner Price (1881) also says: "Several 01 the
; mutin01ls (Fort A.pache) scouts fw.d been arrested a.nrl
bro1{,.qht in by the aqe'ricy Indian police force o,nd delivered
up to the mr:lita,ry." The San Carlos Police were not allowed
, to make the arrest of the medicine-man -.-,- but alter the
military had been called in and' some of their own scouts
had mutinied and precipitated the shooting which resulted
in the death of Captain Hentig, seven soldiers, and the
medicine-man; after the seven years 01 peace on the reservation had been broken, and the Indians thoroughly excited,
~nd actual trouble begun; then then. mark you, the
agency police were called upon to a1Jprehend the mutinous
rnilitary scouts - AND THEY GOT 'EM.
It is interesting to note that Lieutenant W. H. Carter,
Sixth Cavalry, U. S. A., who led the troops a~~ay from the
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,San Carlos reservatitln on October 27, 1875, was one of t,he
officers who led the troops back upon the reservation on
August 30, 1881. At that time Captain Adna R. Chaffee
was also serving with the Sixth Cavalry in Arizona. Some
years later we find Lieutenant Carter's name entered in
the army roster as Major General Carter, and at the same
time Captain Chaffee has become Lieutenant General Chaffee - in command of the United States Army.
In December, 1917, three years after the death of General Chaffee. Major General Carter published a volume entitled, "The Life of Lieutenant General Chaffee." We are
fortunate, therefore, in having this unofficial military record to aid us in arriving at the truth regarding several
events in the history of the Apacl:!es which General Carter
has recorded with more or less detail in his story of the life
of General Chaffee.,
, The conditions and ,circumstances which led to the
fatal clash in the Cibicu country between the troops and
the mutinous scouts on August 30, 1881, are presented by
General Carter as follows:
During the summer of 1881 there appEared among the
White Mountain Apaches a medicine-man n'amed Nock-e
-daklinny. who proclaimed himself the messiah. The oracle
gradually'influenced the minds of the Indians and became so
infatuated with his success that he appeared to believe the
truth Of his own weird dreams. So long as he confined
himself to ordinary incantations there 'was' no cause for
'anxiety. In common with more civilized charletans, however, he had gradually mulcted his faithful believers of
much of their limited wealth.
It is neither expedient nor profitable to discu'ss an aimless policy which permitted license to run riot on the reservation until the India:ns grew sullen and insubordinate.
The regimental commander was at Fort Apache. Recognizing the very serious turn of affairs, he summoned the
(. medicine-man and several prominent chiefs and heads of
,familles and explained to them the futility of rising against
the whites, The author was pre8ent at all the interviews.
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The advice and warnings given Nock-e-da-klinne fell' on
deaf ears, and he returned to his camp about forty miles
back in the Indian country, where he spurned the orders of
the agent to report himself at San Carlos. The. deluded
Indians followed him,and the excitement grew widespread.
The time for parley and remonstrance ended when the
agent made a formal demand that the militanj arm be set
in motion and that the recalcitrant medicine-man be brought
before him dead or alive.
The story of the march, the arrest, the attempt at rescue, the hand-to-hand combat, constitutes an interesting
pag~ in the regimental history. While the medicine~man lay
mortally wounded, after the rescuers had been driven off
and we were preparing to bury our dead, the author examined the body and took from its receptacle the pass by
authority of which Nock-e-da-klinne left the agency. The
pass had expired, and the deluded messiah had repeatedly
refused to return and report himself as was required of all
reservation Indians.
There was a short, sharp campaign, but the failure of
the messiah to come back to life, as he had promised to do if
killed, cooled the ardor of the White Mountain Apaches,
and they rapidly drifted back to their reservation camps.
Troops of the regiment made rapid marches through all
the exposed districts, gradually concentrating at and near
the agency, where, for some unexplained reason, the wild
Chiricahuas of Ju (Boo) and Geronimo, who were at the
San Carlos agency, fled toward Mexico, leaving a trail of
blood and pillage to mark their hurried flight.
General Carter well knew that ever since he led the
troops away from, San Carlos in 1875, the agency police had
maintained order and discipline throughout the reservation,
, and it was' the failure of Agent Tiffany to employ that force
promptly and effectively at the first signs of unrest ,J,mong
the Indians on the Cibicu that General Carter jusUy condemns when he says: "It is neither expedient nol" profitable
to discuss an aimless policy which permitted license to run
riot on the reservation until the Indians grew sullen and
insubordinate."
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Agent Tiffany's demand that "the military arm be set
in motion" against the insubordinate medicine-man was
dated August 14th, and it was between that date and August
30th that General Carr "summoned the medicine-man and
several prominent chiefs and heads Of families" for a conference, in the hope that order might be restored without
recourse to force, But this proved of no avail and Nock"
e-da-klinny returned to his camp "where he spurned the
orders of the agent to report himself at San Carlos."
And then on August 30th, after the fight and while the
medicine-man lay mortally wounded, General Carter took
from his body "the pass by authority of which Nock-e-dakUnny left the agency. The pass had expired, and the deluded messiah had repea,tedly refused to report himself, as
was required of all reservation Indians."
General Carter's account of the "short, sharp campaign'.!, which followed the fight in the Cibicu country clearly indicates that there was no actual uprising among the
White Mountain Indians, and that when the medicine-man
was killed the disturbance died with him, for, as th~ general says, "the failure of the messiah to come back to life,
as he had promised· to do if killed, cooled the ardor of the
White Mountain Apaches and they rapidly drifted back to
their reservation camps."
The annual report of Major General Irvin McDowell
dated at the Presidio, San Francisco, Cal., October 14, 1881,
contains the following interesting comments:
The fact of the troops finding the medicine-man with his
people in thei1' homes, where they had been planting corn,
.~hows the?! 'were not then for war.· I cannot concur, therefore, in denouncing their conduct as treacherous (excepting
the military scouts),
On August 17th Colonel Carr sent the following telegram to General McDowell:
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I had directed Lieutenant Cruse to take the guns "of his
scouts after inspection on the 14th Instant, and to say that
he· would keep them in his office out of the wet. They
have been kept there much of the time heretofore. The
scouts did not like it, and this time considered it a sign
of distrust, but I could not reconcile it to my duty to have
them keep their (Lr'mS when there was so much and so geneml belief in their disposition to t'reachery.
General McDowell quotes this telegram in his' report
and then makes the following caustic comment:
" The temper of his Indian scouts being such as to make
it his duty to disarm them, thus causing them to feel they
were distrusted; the belief in their disposition to treachery
being general, an'd that they could only be relied on till the
next pay-day; it wasinjudtcious, as events have" shown, in
Colonel Carr to take them, with arms in their hands, to aid
him in the arrest of one of their leaders.
Thus it is made plain that if Agent Tiffany had sent the
dependable Agency police to arrest Nock-e-da-klinny, the
opportunity ~iJould not have been created for Colonel Carr
't.b make his very grievous blunder of taking, as a part of
his force, the armed scouts whom he felt were in sympathy
with and under the spell of the defiant medicine-man. It is
not remarkable that the combined blunders of the agent and
the commanding officer should. have precipitated actual
trouble.
Brig. Gen. John Pope, in his annual report dated September 22, 1881, comments on the Cibicu episode thus:
I was at the time in Santa Fe, N. M., where.] had r'easonably good opportunity to know quite fully the facts. Colonel
Carr marched to the Indian village and arrested the rnedicine-man without resistance. He then marched back five or
six rnUes in the direction of the post (Fort Apache) and
encamped for the night, intending to return to the post the
next day.
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Shortly after he reached his camp some of the Indian
scouts belonging to his command came into the camp where
the medicine-man was a prisoner. Captain Hentig ordered
them to leave camp, and as he did so he turned to pick up
his rifle, upon which the scouts, or some of them, fired a
volley upon him, killing him and four enlisted men and
wounding several others.
.
The day after his return to the post (September 1st),
Carr sent out a party to bury the men wounded the da.y
before and who had since died, land while· engaged in this
service the party was fired on by Indians. Lieut. Gordon
was wounded. The fire was returned by the party ano the
Indians driven off.
Since that time no Indians have been seen, nO'r ha1Je
they, so far a,s I can learn. committed any depredations or
other acts of hostility. The whole affair had much the appearanceof a sudden and altogether unpremeditated flurry,
and would probably never have occurred but for the firing
of the Indian scouts on. Hentig. There was certainly no
concerted action or prearranged attack.
It became known that the whole affair had been gr013sly
exagge:rated. The Navajoes showed no sort of purpose to
be troublesome, nor to join the White Mountain Apaches,
nor, indeed, did any. other Indians in Arizona or New
Mexico. The last telegrams from General Willcox are to
the effect' that all· the supposed hostiles ar'e surrendering
without firing a shot or offering amy resistance, a fact indicating very clearly that 'the so-called attack on Carr ,was
. the result of temporary exciteme'Y,l.t, and bo're no ma'rks
whate1Jer of prer(l,editation or intention to begin general
hostilities.
General O. B. Willcox, commanding the Department
of Arizona, dated his annual report from Tucson, Arizona,
October 12, 1881, in which he said:
The immediate cause of the attack on Colonel Carr was
the arrest of the medicine-man. The remote causes are
unknown, as no grievances had ever been complained of by
the White Mountain Apaches.
.
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And yet, in the face of these facts, Generftl .Willcox
tells us that additional troops were O1-dered to re-inforce
Fort Apache as earl?} as August 13th; that these "troops
were ordered forward from points below and west of Camp
Thomas," and that "on August 17th Colonel Carr reported
that Pedro, Santo and other indians were alarmed about a
'repm't that a BIG GUN and more troops were coming to'
Fort Apache."
And more troops did. come to FortApache - ELEVEN
CaMPANIES from New Mexico: "Three companies of infantry and two troops of cavalry from Fort Wingate, with
surplus ammunition," and these were followed by Colonel
MacKenzie with six companies· of the 4th Cavalry. The
troops frorp Fort Wingate arrived at Fort Apache, on September 24th, and Colonel MacKenzie and his· troopers
reached that post one day later - Sept. 25th. In addition'
to the troops from New Mexico ELEVEN COMPANIES
wel~e sent in from California.
The "military arm" had been "set in motion" and it
was necessary for the Commander of the Department of
. Arizona to make an official showing (at least on paper) of
the necessity f01' and the use made of the reinforcements
which had been sent in response to his telegraphic appeal
for help. This emergency was courageously met.by General
Willcox in his annual report above referred to from which
we quote the following paragraph:
The troops'were moved to the Cibicu coqntry in such manner and time as to drive the hostiles from their strongholds
into the folds of the reservation without a fight, and the
White Mountain Indians have not struck another blow.
That reads like one of the stories in the back part of
an old "Webster's Spelling Book" and is reasonably fair
press agent material for consumption abroad, but as miritary history it is (if we say it softly) at least misleading.
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The honest-to-goodness facts are that the "strongholds" of
these Indians were their corn fields, and these \vere in the
, "Cibicu country" - all of wh,ich is entirely and completely
and almost centrally within ",the folds of the reser'va.tion."
General McDowell has pointed out that the troops under
Colonel Carr found "the medicine-man with his people in
their homes, 1vhere they had been planting corn - and Colonel Carr's command represented the only troops "moved to
the Cibicu country." Furthermore, in the same'report Gener- ~
al Willcox tells us that these Ind'lans never had cornplained of
any grievances, and then, unceremoniously, he designates
th'em as "hostiles" whom he drove "from their strongholds."
Also, we have just above quoted a telegram from General
Willcox to General Pope stating that all of the "supposed
hostiles surrendered without firing a shot or offering any
resistance." Even the statement that "the White Mountain
Indians have not struck another blow" is misleading for the
reason that the only "blow" struck did not 'come from the
mass of these Indians, but from the suspected scouts-and
that blow with its disastrous results would have been avoided if Colonel Carr had disarmed his distrusted scouts and
forbidden them to accompany him into the Cibicu country. '
, But "the' military arm" had been "set in motion" and
some dramatic and spectacular results must be reported,
even though, later, it should become known "that the whole
affair had been grossly exaggerated," as General Pope has
observed. '
And these exaggerated spectacular reports apparently
excited General Sherman, then Commander-in-chief of the
Army - so much so that he became quite savage himself,
and under date of Washington, D. C., September 29, 1881,
he sent the following telegram:
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It would be well for the Apaches at the San Carlos agency
, to realize that at any time the troops in Arizona can
promptly be reinforced f.rom the north and east. Sooner'
or l(Lter some considerable nurnber of these A.paches 'Leilb
have to be killed by bullets ratker them b'y rope. '
It appears that General Willcox brooded (L whole year
over this telegram from his Commander-in-chief, with the
result that in his annual report dated August 31, 1882, he
enlarges upon the difficulties attending the alleged situation
in and around the Cibicu country during September, 1881,
- on (Lecount of which he says:

We were unable to strike the savages such a blow in actual
battle as thi'3 General of the Army demanded, and as. the
country ardeI).tly looked for :- no more than I did myself.

With the vicious mental attitude toward the Apaches as
above officially expressed by the Commander-in-chief of the
{1rmy, and the Commander of the Department of Arizona, ,
we mtJ.,y ask, in all seriousness, what chance had these Indians for fair play, or any progress in their general welfare,
when "the military arm" had once been "set in motion"
against them? However, it should be remembered that
General Sherman was not fully advised as to the actual
facts when he sent his savage telegram to General McDowell, while General Willcox was in command' in the field
of "operati(ms" and, had a whole year in· which to evolve
his report.
(To be concluded)
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DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RIO GRANI)E
PUEBLOS, NEW MEXICO

By
Part I -

ADOLPH

F.

BANDELIER

1536 to 1542 (concluded)

The narrative of even'ts, interrupted for the sake of
describing Pueblo customs according to documentary
sources, must now be taken up again.· At the close of the
month of A.pril, 1541, hostilitie.s with the Tiguas had been
brought to an end. the tribe having withdrawn from its
settlements and refusing' to entertain any peace proposals
Ho
o~' reconciliation with the whites.
The other· Pueblo groups
kept quiet,and apparently indifferent to the fate of the
Tigilas. Coronado and his men, infatuated with the descriptions of the "Turk" of· more easterly regions, were· impatient to go in search of them and to .leave the Pueblo
country which held out little inducement.'llThe Pueblos
saw before them the prospect of becoming relieved of the'
presence of the strangers who, even when, friendly, .were
still a heavy burden. To harbor and, feed seveml hundred men and a number of horses and mules was a heavy
task upon the limited resources of the Pueblo region, and
the Indians could not obtain compensation of any kinq.
140. Cibola, pp. 435, 437, 459, "tc..
141. The documents clearly state that· the Pueblo country created a most unfavorable imp,ression upon the Spaniards. whereas Quivira pleaserl them on" account
of its fertility and wu"rmer climate. Coronado, Carta al Em'1u;rador. Oelober 20th,
1541, .p. 368, "in tic~ra es 1an fria. como a v. 1\1. tengo eficrito, qU"l pare~e imposible
pouerse pasar el invierno en ella. pOl'que no hay lena ni ropa con que Bl~ puedun
abrigar los hombres, sino cueros .de que se Ivisten los naturales, y algunns mantas'
de nlgod6n. poea cantidad." Of Quivira however he says (p. 307). "La tierra en si
cs !a rna"s aparejada que Be ha vista para dnrse en ella todus las cosas de E:;parlu.'·
And J,!ramiiIo terminates his report as follows. Relaci6n 'Hecha. p. 317: "An~d que
ciertemente si Vucstra Sefioria alca,nza desde e::;c pucsto 10 de Quibira. teng'o ent.endido que puede:: traer mucha gente de Espana :l poblarln. sin rescelo; segun la
apariencia y mucstras que la tierra "tiene." Compare also, Castaneda, Cibola. pp.
457, etc.
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Money (supposing the Spaniards were amply provided,·
which very likely was not the case) was useless to them.
Thei1' means for purchase and barter were entirely distinct,
and the Spaniards had no shell qeads aild the like. .Whatever tr~nkets for exchange Coronado took along were of
little avail to the natives, and the stock of these objects had.
besides, to be carefully husbanded. for the prospective
Quivira expedition. It would not, therefore, be at all surprising if, as hinted at in the foregoing, the "Turk" in des- .
pair .finally told the truth when he accused the Pueblo of
Pecos (and perhaps the Pueblos in general) of the plot to
send the vexatious strangers off to such a dista'nce and into
regions whence they would either never return or come
back to New Mexico in a state of utter helplessness and attenuation, so that it might be easy to overcome and annihilate them. The· Pueblos probably relied, as the main ele~.
ment of success, upon the effect of life on the plains· upon
the horses, which they expected to die·from lack of food and
especially of water. These calculations (of which of course
there is no absolute proof) were, as will be seen, brought
to naught by circumstances that nobody could foresee. If
there was really·a plot on the part of the Indians of Pecos
to get rid of the whites by inducing them to leave the
. country in a vain search of richer fields, that plot may:
have been framed already in 1540 when Alvarado visited
Cicuye for the first time. It may have been, unbeknown
to the Spaniards, communicated to other Pueblo tribes and
may, possibly, have induced these not to interfere in favor
of the Tiguas, relying upon the success of a plan for liberation without the experiment of war, which the fate of the
Tiguas, and previously, events at Zuni, had shown to be
precarious. At all events, while Coronado made his preparations for departure; the Pueblos, (Tiguasexcepted)
kept neutral. Finally, I give the words of Coronado himself.
He confesses that the Indians who afterwards guided him,
mostly communicated with him by signs, and states at the

~.
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end of his letter tothe.Emperor (dated October 20th, 1541) :
"So that the relation they (the guides) gave me was false, in
order that I should move thither with all my men, believing
that, as there were so many deserts and wastes to traverse
on the way and such lack of water, they would lead us to
places where our horses and ourselves would die'from hunger. So the guides confessed, and that they had done it
by the advice and command of the natives.''''' Coronado
evacuated the Pueblo country with his whole force, leaving
Tiguex on April 23rd, 1541, for "Quivira.""3
Occurrences on 'that eventful trip can be touched upon
here on!y in as far as they are connected with the Pueblos.
Coronado went directly to Pecos, whjch he reached after a
march of "tweJlty-five leagues."'" He had taken with him
the captive Pecos chief called :"Bigotes," having retained
him for nearly four months, and it is possible that the fear
for his safety induced the Pecos to remain inactive during
hostilities at Tiguex. At all events, his return to the tribe
was ostensibly viewed with favor by the Pecos who furnished provisions to the Spaniards, and also gave them an
Indian from Quivira, the one named "Xabe" already mentioned. That Indian had evidently been taught how to speak
in the interest of the Pueblo, for he acknowledged that
there was gold and silver at Quivira, whereas he knew
very well the contrary. Well might the Pecos display satisfaction and friendship for everything had been arranged
.by them for the obnoxious strangers to leave New Mexico,
as they thought, forever.'"
\

142. Carta al Emperador (p. 368)
143. Ibidem, p. 363, "y,parti de esta .provincia, a 23 de Abril pasado; por donde
los indios me quisieron· guiar." Castaneda, Cibola, p. 440. says' "sali6
campo de
tiguex a c;inco de mayo."
It might be that Ca~tafieda wrote after the calendar
had been corrected, or that the copy of his report (dated 1596) already was made
with the Gregorian correction of ten days. This is. of course, a mere surmise of
min'e and does not appear very likely.
144. Cibola. p. 440.
140. Castaneda, Cibola. p. 440.

el
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After leaving Cicuye-Pecos, Coronado headed for. the
great ·plains. The. "Relaci6n postrera" states: "At four
days' journey from this village they met a country as level
as the sea, on which plains there are such a multitude of
cows that they are numberless."":' The "Relaci6n del
Suceso" does not mention, nor does Jaramillo specify, the
number of days spent in reaching the plains from Pecos.
Still, he may lead to the inference that it took four or five
days to get among the buffaloes.'" Coronado himself asserts that the plains were reached on the ninth day after
leaving Tiguex, hence on the first or second of May (old
style.) 'IS Castafieda claims they left Tiguex on the fifth
of May and that from Cicuye it took them four days to
reach the plains.H~ Mota Padilla admits six days for the
time after which the first buffaloes were seen.'"o On the
plains supicion against the "Turk" grew. The other Indians
accused him of leading the whites astray. They manifestly
desired to be led back to their own country, which lay more
to the northeast.""
It is foreign to the subject to attempt any discussion
of the wanderings of the Spaniards on the plains. Suffice
it to state that, more and more convinced of the Turk's
unreliability, Coronado halted when he reached a deep cleft
at the bottom of which was water, while all around buffaloes, roaming in great numbers, afforded abundant subsistence. Thence he sent out scouting parties and finally
determined upon sending back the main body of his men to
146. Od., p. 567) "A cua'tro jornadafl de este 'pueblo toparon una tierra llhna
como lit mar, en los cuaies llanos hay tanta multitud de vacas, que no benen ntinwro."
147. Relacion del Suceso•. p. 324. "e a cnatro jornaclas haUo ·las vacas:' But
it is not clear whether theee four days Ere cQu!lted from the village, or frum the
Pecos stream. Furthermore it concerns the excursion made by Alvarado, not the
journey of Coronado and the whole army. Jaramillo, Relaci6n hecha, p. 310. °a
mas de cuatro 0 cinea jornadas:'
I
148. Carta al Empcrador (p. 363).
149. Cibo:a (P. 440).
150. Hist:oria. Cap .. XXXIII. _p. 164.
151. Jaramillo, Rclacion hecha, p. 312.
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.the Rio Grande, under Tristan de Arellano, while he,' with
thirty horsemen and the. guides, proceeded in search of
Quivira.'52 This bold .resolution proved very wise. It
thwarted the plans laid by the Pueblos for the destruction of
the whites.
Up .to that time the Spaniards had met on the plains
only two kinds of nomadic Indians, which the chroniclers
name respectively Querechos and 1'.eyas. Of the latter mention has already been made. The former may have been
Apaches.'M . While at Cochiti, I obtained a piece of Indian
folk-lore in:, which a tribe from the plains is mentioned,
c~lled by the Queres Kirauash and who are said, at one time,
to have made a dangerous irruption into the Ri(} Grande
valley, threatening even the Pueblo of Santo Domingo. A
reseJ11blance' between the names. "Querechos~) 'and '~'Kira
uash" seems apparent.and the raid. attributed.tothe latter .
.is indicated- as· having occurred in pre-Spanish times~ . 'As
I.
have treated
of. this -tale. at length elsewhere, . I merely
'
allude to it here. According to the folk-lore, after· the
"Kirauash;' had failed in their attempt to . surprise the
.Queres, the Tanos Pueblos ·were their next prey. It recalls
the-statementmadeby chroniclers- of ·Goronadoabout the
three villages .. then recently destroyed .by the. so'-called
TEwas.'M
Great vaguem;ss prevails about the dates of events during this. first part of the Quivira expedition. The only
indication approaching precision is found in Mota Padilla:
he states that the resolution of sending back the main force
to Tiguex was taken on Ascension day (1541) .lIS. On the
152.

Idem, p. 3JJ, Relacion del Suceao, P. 311, Cillola, p. 433, Coronado, Carta.

p. 365.·

153. This has been accepted, aft.er some rloubts which were very natural in
presence of the scarcity of data. F. W. Hodge, Handllook of Ame1·ican Indio.no" part
II, p. 339.
J 54. Final Report, vol. II. p. 116.
155. Historia, P. 165, "determinaron en aquel dia. quefue el de ]a Ascension
.del Senor de 541, que el eiercito Be volviesea Tigues a reparar. : .. '
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date of the return of Arellano to Tiguex we have the ap:..
proximation by Castaneda: "middle of July (1541, not 1542.
as his narrative claims) .""'''
The return march of Arellano to the Rio Grande with
the main body of the Spaniards ,vas not, it seems, by the
route Coronado had taken in going.
The Relaci6n del
Suceso merely states theY suffered much on the journey
chiefly because they had no other food than buffalo meat.1>7
Coronado limits himself to saying that he sent back the
main force under Arellano."'; Castaneda (who manifestly
made the whole journey with Arellano) gives the most
detailed ,in~ormation. He says that, while it had taken
thirty-seven days to reach the point where Coronado separated himself from his main body, that force returned in
twenty-five.'"'' On the way they saw many so-callEid "prairie
dogs" which, as well as their subterraneous habitations,
'are well described, for the time. It is well to note the following in the text of Castaneda: "on the way (to water, that
is, to the Pecos stream) many salt lagunes were found.
There was salt in great quantities, large pieces of it floating on the water, pieces larger than tables, as thick as 'four
ana five fingers, and, below the surface of the water, ~t
a depth of two and three spans, salt in grains of a better
quality than that of the chunks, since the latter was slightly
bitter; (the salt) was crystalline .
." The guides
said that this river '6°united with that of Tiguex, more than
156. eli'ola. p. 445.
157. P. 326: "en e] cual camino pasaron arto trabajo a. Causa de no comer
mas "de carne casi todos, e a muchos hacia dana. . ."
158. Sec note 152.
159. ({[bola. 'P. 444, "10 que Be auia r..ndndo a la yda en treinta y siete jornuuas
Be bolbio en ueint.e y c;inco. .,." The gu~de-s were Teyas Indians.
160. Castaneda. G-wola, 444: "hallamas en este camino muchas lng-nnns de sal
que la auin en gran cantidad auia 80hre eJ ngua tablones cleJJa mayorc~ que mesas. .~.
It .seems therefore that Arellano passed Quite near to the f;alines. near the 'Manzano.
and north of them. The whites did not, apparently. either see or hear of the
'fjg-ua and Piro pueblos that then existed west, south and southeast of these saltlakC3, else Castaneda ·.vould not l:EvC failed to mention them. Nor could they sec
any of them from th'1 distance.
.
.
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twenty journeys from there, and that it turned to the east.
(Castaneda conjectures that the Rio Grande empties into
the Mississippi) ."" On this journey, on going, a tattoed Indian woman of Captain Juan de Zaldivar fled down the
barrancas(clefts or gorges), because she recognized the
country.'"" "At Tiguex, where we obtained her, she had been
a slave. .That· woman. came into the hands of certain
Spaniards of those who were in Florida, having gone there
to discover. I heard them say, when thei returned to New
Spain, that the (Indian) woman told them that, nine days
before she met (the Spaniards) she had fled from others
naniingsome of the captains, from which it is thought that
we came not far from where they discovered, although
they say that, then, they were more than two hundred
leagues inland. It is believed that the country there has
more than six hundred maritime leagues across.""\,'
The salt marshes were probably those near the Man-_
zano, but the Spaniards do not seem to have known anything of the Tigua and Piro villages then extant on the
southern rim of the salinas and on th)e so-called "Medano."
The Indian woman must have been a Jumano, from the
marks of tattooing mentioned, which appears to have been
161. Ibidem. That stream was, therefore, the Pecos.
162. "a Ia yda hundio (should be hU1Jt» una" india labrr.da a el capitan juan
de salibdar y fue las barranca:" abajo hllyendo que reconoci6 ]a tierra:' If it is
true that the Jumano 'Indians were the only ones in these regions who used tattooing',
then the woman was a Jumano!
After New Mexico became a Spanish colo:lY.
Jumanos not infrequently caTl.le to the pueblos and even marrled Puehlo women, and'
vice versa. See Auto de Fundaci6n de lit Mi..,i<'n de Nucstra Smiora de Guadnlu'fJc dd
Paso del Rio del Norte (ms. of 1659) nnd variom; other documents to which I hhall
refer in other parts of this work. The term "rayar1o~" 'used to desh~nate the .Jumanos
is not sufficient to prove that these Indians tattooed., but "labrado", as found in
the above, is conclusive. It can only mean tattooing',
It is not the, only time
Castaneda uses it. At the gorge or "barranca" if' which the Spanif;h force rested
until Coronado's dash for Quivira. an Indian woman was met who "tenia la barua
labrada." That the Jumano woman who was with Arellano recognized the conntry
aboue the salines is somewhat significant.
_
163. The above Quotation as well as this is from Cibola. p. 444. The nine daYd
mentioned by the Indian fugitiv~ are perhaps too short a lapse of time for meeting Sp:mish !iCQuts from the force under Moscoso.
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a characteristic of that tribe.'Ot She "1>ecognized" the country. A branch of the Jumanos are known to have Jived
southeast of the Salinas in the sixteenth century,'OU and the
.nanie, "Mesa de los Jumanos," still clings to the extensive
plateau south of the salt-marshes (or rather southeast of
them): In the seventeenth century, it was not very uncommon to meet J umanos dwelling among the Pueblos. The
woman of whom Castaneda treats may well have been
captive of some wandering tribes, and have either heen
bartered for, or escaped to the Tiguas; possibly of the village of Cuaray, whence' she drifted to the Rio Grande.
The close approximation to people of de Soto's (or rather
Moscoso's) party appears as the result of a misunderstanding, although it seems that the plains Indians had some
knowledge of Spaniards that came from th.e lower Mississippi valley."" Lastly I call attention to the mention of
"maritime leagues." It would appear as if the use of them
had been an exception, on the part of the chroniclers of
Coronado, as they are nowhere else mentioned; still, this is
as yet ::t mere surmise. From the saltmarshes Arellano
marched up along the Pecos, crossing over to the village of
Cicuye, "which was found to be hostile, refusing (to give)
any supplies.""" Their conduct, compared with the friendly
manner in which they had sped off Coronado, is quite
suspicious. From Cicuye the Spaniards went back to Tiguex
166

164.

I again call attention to the term "labrado" which clearly, refers to t.attoo-

ing.

165. The Mesa .]umana or "l\-1esa de !os Jumanos" lies ·south and Eoutheast 'of
the Salinas and can be seen from quite a distance, from the ·norih.
166. Cuariiy lies Quite n~ar the Mc.J3. Jumana.
167. At least so the Spaniards construed some hi.nts which they thought to
understand. It is not stat.ed they had interpreters while on the phtins.
168. The Spanish nautical "milla" had one-thousand Spanh;h paceR or threethousand feet and the nautical "legua" consisted of four miles. the "legua krre"tre"
of three. The conduct of the Pecos is thus described by Castaileda, en/ola., 145.
"pues como digo el rio ;J.rriba fue el campo hasta lle6"ar a eJ pueblo de cicuye cl (jual
~~. hallo dt::. guerra que 11q fJui~ierf)11
mostrarse de paz ni (lar nin;~cu!, SOi;orro tie
bastimento. "
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and into their old quarters. Some of the Tigua Pueblos
had been reoccupied "but they were at once abandoned
again, in dread."""
Beyond the indication just mentioned, that the Tiguas
returned to their villages after. the departure. of ,Coronado,
we have no means of'detp.rmining what happened to the
'. Pueblos after the Spaniards had left. The. return of the'
Tiguas to their homes is, however; not devoid of significance; it shows that, indeed, they did not expect to see the
whites any more or that, in case they came back, the Pecos.
,,,ere expected to be able to exterminate them. As soon as
Arellano reached Tiguex, however, the Tiguas fled. Not
only did other Pueblo stocks remain inactive; they permitted
. intercourse with the foreigners to a certain extent. Castaneda (who 'seems to be the only eye~witness that has writ-,
ten of this phase of Coronado's march) .states : "As soon
as Don Tristan ·de Arellano. arrived at Tiguex in the middle
of July of. the year forty-two (forty-one!) he began to
gather supplies for the coming wInter. He sent Captain
Francisco de Barrionuebo with some men up the' river to
the north, where he saw two provinces, one of which was
called He1ncs and tlH:; other YWl'rJ.,cY1,mquc. The Hemes
Pueblos came out' peacefully and gave provisions ; those 'of
Yuqueyunque, while the camp was being established, abandoned two handsome pneblos which they had, the river ,between them, and removed to the.mountains where they had
four very strong villages in a very rugged co'untry' and inaccessible o,n horseback. In these two pueblos many supplies were had and very handsome pottery, glazed and of
singular shapes and ornamentation. There were also many
pots 'filled with shining metal, selected, with which they'
giazed. This pottery was a sign that in that country were
mines of silver if they would be sought after.""·
169. Ibidem: "de alIi fueron a tlguex que ya algunos pueblos se aalan tornado
a poblar que laego se tornaban a despoblar de temor."
170. elbala, p: 445.

)~
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The Pueblo stocks mentioned as having been visited by
Francisco de Barrionuevo are easily.recognized. "Hemes"
is Jemez; Yuqueyunque, the former Yuge Uinge (also
called "Yunque") on which site the present .hamlet of
Chamita h'as been built.
Hence the people whom the Spaniardsmet there were the l'ehuas . . The stream which the
explorers followed cannot, however, have been the Rio
Grande but the Jemez river, which joins the Grande near
Bernalillo. Once at Jemez, they naturally followed the
stream into the gorge where the remarkable thermal springs
.are situated and thence it was comparatively easy (even
on horseback) to cross the pass into the Santa Clara Canon,
a~d, descendii-tg, reach the Rio Grande again.171a Had they
attempted to follow the big river they would, in the first
instances, have' noticed the Queres .villages, and, abo,!e
Cochiti, have encountered insurmountable obstacles in the
so-called "canon. blanco," which is intransitable on' horsel71

171. That settlement, as we shall filld later, was the first founded by whites
on New Mexican soil.
.
.
171a. Bandelier is believed to be correct as to the site of this pueblo, later iuenti·
fied with "San Gabriel," though some students rely on the Martinez map (1602)
which shows it as so'uth of the confluence. (see Hammond, "Onate and the Follnd.
ing of New Mexico," in N. M. H. Rev., I, 318) Tl:at it was actuall;' north of the
Chama river is s~own by certain of the archives at Santa Fe. One of them identi.,·
fies San .Gabriel with the pueblo of Yunque' another, rec~ting the bounds of a
tract asked for, says ··on the south the Chama river." (see Twitchell, Span. ATChivcs,
I, titles 1020, 437) .
. Bandelier is believed' to be wrong, however, as to the route of Barriol1uevo. ,RiB
reference to uJemez" is an anachronism. for the present pueblo of that name dates
only since the Reconquest of 1693. In his list of pueblo groups (Winship, "Coronado's
Expedition", p. 454) Castaneda includes One group of "seven pueblos of the Jemez"
and another of "threE pueblos of the AgllaS Calientes"-based doubtless all. information from Barrionuevo and his companions who were the first Europeans to visit
the Jemez people. The latter group without quesUon' were Giu-se~wa and two others
at and near the present J em,ez Springs.' There is little doubt that the former group
is to be identified with some of the major ruins now found in the region of the
HValles." Instead. therefore, of following up the branches forming the Jemez river
through either San Dj.-;go canon or Guadalupe cap.on (both farther west) it is more
probable that these first Spaniards bore to the right just after passing the present
"Jemez" and followed north through the "Valles" along the Vallecito branch
the
river. After getting well up in the pine forest on the high potr~ros, they may
have turned west by the old trail leading down through "Church canon" to Giu-se-wa,
. and so have visited that and other pueblos near the thermal springs; then reclimbed the high me.a and gone north through the "Valle Grande" to Santa Vlara
canon, thence descending ea.twards and out to the Rio Grande valley again.-L. B. B.

of.
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back. and,_ sometimes, even on foot, - as I found out· by
my own experience although, with much difficulty and danger, I succeeded in ascending its whole length at a tim~
\vhen the,river was somewhat high. As far as the two
Tehua villages, sItuated on the banks of the Rio Grande
with that river between. them, are concerned, since one 'is
clearly "Yunque" (now Chamita and no longer an Indian
village) the other must be Jiutyote oj-lee, called since 1598,
"San Juan de los Caballeros."'72 There are so many ruins of
Tehua pueblos in that region (and four inhabited ones) U3
that I do not venture to suggest any identification of the
four villages mentioned as situated in inaccessible parts qf
the mountains. I permit myself to suggest that, since
Castaneda himself emphatically declares that the Pueblos
had no metal or are and did not use any, the shining material kept for use in pottery-making was mica. The potters of the Tehua village of Nambe, ,some distance east of
the Rio Grande, m~ke a special pottery of a micaceous clay,
and the particles of mica give it an appearance as if thickly
studded with metallic dots and flakes.
Meeting with no impediments from the natives, Barrionuevo pushed ahead in the direction of the north.. Twenty
leagues above Yunque he met a "large and powerful village
called Bmba and which our people named 'ValladoIid.'''
Castaneda states that it was "up the river," but this is not
possible as there are not even ruins along the Rio Grande
on that route.
That village appears to .be the same as
the "Uraba" and "Yuraba" already referred to and, very
likely, the home of the tribe of Taos. Castl;l.neda mentions
it later on as the most northerly of all the pueblos (as Taos
174

172. The name was given in 1598, ,by Onate or by his men.
173. See Final Report, II, p, l.
174. At least. I have not been able to find an,', except those of the pueblo
called "Pio-ge" by the Tehuas. It lies a few miles north of San Juan. Yet this
d.oes not prove absolutely that there are none. My statement is therefore made with
proper resef'\'e.
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indeed was and is today). He gives the following description: "The river flowed through it and it was crossed
on bridges made of large and squared timbers of pines."
(It must benoted that Castaneda writes from oral reports,
not de visu) - "and in this village were seen the largest·
and most remarkable estufas of the whole country, because
they were of twelve pillars, each one of which measured
two outstretched arms around and the height was two
fathoms. This pueblo had been visited before by Hernando
de Alvarado when he discovered Cicuye. The country is
high and very cold, the river deep with a strong current
and no ford. The captain Barrionuevo turned back, leaving these provinces in peace."175 The description of the unusually large estufas is manifestly the same which he gives
previously when treating of the customs of the Tiguas.
What he asserts about a visit of Alvarado to Taos, on the
latter's first trip to Pecos is clearly an error, such as he has
not infrequently made in regard to individuals. It was not
possible for Alvarado to go from Pecos to Taos in the short
time allotted to him, and to return.
We cannot blame
Castaneda much for this and similar mistakes. He wrote
a long time after the events, and from memory only.'77
After this already quite extensive reconnoissance, another one was effected in the opposite direction; "Another
captain went down the river in seD,rch of the settlements
which those of Tutahaco said were some days' journey from
there. This captdn descended eighty leagues, and found
four large villages which he left in a state of peace and went
as far as the point where he found that the river disap~
l7O

175. elbo/a, p. 445.
176.
The sobriety which Castaneda displaY5 in descriptions is much to his
credit. It is strange, however, that most of his errors arc found ill alJusior.s to
. peraons and dates.
177. Castaneda wrote "after the death of the viceroy Antonio de Mendola in
1552. He says: "el aber como a uejnte anos y mas que aqueBa jornada 8C hic;o."
He therefore wrote probably 3bout twenty·five years ~ft~r. Cibula, p. 415, Proemio.
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peared underground like the Guadiana in Extremadura. He
did not go further to where the Indians said the river came
forth again with great power.'H7S This again shows that,
according to Castaneda, by. Tutahaco the Piro pueblos Of
the Rio Grande were meant. Not too much stress should be
placed on the "eighty leagues" given as the length of the
journey. In the first place, even if, after the method adopted
by Coronado on. his marches, somebody among the troop
had counted the steps in order to compute the distance
travelled, that computation resulted necessarily defective.""
~ven admitting the eighty leagues, we do not know whether
they were maritime or terrestrial! In the first instancE'
they would have corresponded to about 190 English miles,
in the second, to about 140 only. In 1598, the first regular
pueblos were met near San Marcial, a distance of 119 miles
south of Bernalillo, from the vicinity of which (modern)
town the Spaniards started. South of San Marci~l the
banks of the Rio Grande were deserted and there are, to
my knowledge at least, no ruins of typical "pueblos" found
as far as El Paso which lies 150 miles beyond, or 269 south
of Bernalillo. 'so The route which the Spaniards followed
was probably longer than the line of the actual railroad. It
is therefore not impossible that the four villages mentioned
were situated near San. Marcial. Onate mentions at least
two in that vicinity; the most southerly of which was
Trenaquel, the vestiges of which I found at San Marcial in
178. Cibola. p. 445': "otro capitan fue el rJO abajo en busea de los poLlados
Que decian los de tutahaco auia algunas iornadas de' alIi este capitan bajo Qchenta
leg~as y hallo quatro pueblos grandes· que dexQ de paz y andubo hast-a que halla quel
rio se sumia dezaxo de tierra como guardiana en extremadurn no paso adelante donde
los indios dec ian Que salia muy poderoso."
1 7ft While the Spanish force was on the march, there was onc of their num~
her appointed to count the steps so as to keep an approximate record of dist<!nces.
Castaneda, CiI)ola. p. 442. Hporque se daba cargo a Quien fuese tasando y un can tando
por pasDs:' The computation was easy, since the nautical or maritime league hurl
four-thousand, the terrestrial or Italian league three-thousand steps.
180. There are ruins (called ~y the people "Montezuma.;") not: far from EI
Pa::30 del Norte, but their character is different from that of Pueblo archH~cture.
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the- year 1882.'81 The text ,of Castaneda states, not that the
farthest pueblos were "eighty leagues" from Tiguex, but
that from those four villages the explorers went as far as
that distance from Tiguex, and then returned, "not having
orders to go further.":82 It is therefore' at least likely that
the Spaniards explored as far as the black (volcaniC) Mesa
at the foot of which San' Marcial is built and reached therefore, in 1541, the southern limit of the "Pueblos" where it
existed yet in 1598. The two reconnoissances ordered to be
made by, Arellano in the summer of 1541 therefore revealed
the fact that, in that year (and prob~bly for some time previous), the most northerly landmark of the Rio Grande
'settlements was Taos, and the most southerly the ancient
and now ruined Piro settlement on the site of San Marcial.
After the return'of this second detachment of explorers'
Arellano, not receiving any tidings of Coronado whose. return from Quivira was now looked for, set out with forty
men to meet his commander-in-chief. He caine as far as
Pecos" where the inhabitants attacked him. He remained
before that village. four days and had it fired upon, by which
several Indians were killed. After the first day's engagement (in which two leading men of the Pecos were killed)
the Indians did not \~enture to· be hostile any more. In the
meantime Coronado arrived from Quivira and the combined
troops returned to Tiguex unmolested,'""
This is exclusively the version of Castaneda which is
the only oTIe until now available. It appears at least worthy
181. Juan de Onate. Di8C'u.r.~o de la.q Jorna4a/~ que hizo el Campo de su MU{jcstad
desde la Nueva Espana a la p1'o1Jincia de la Nue'va Mexico (Doc. rIc Indias. vol. 19,
p. 250) mentions "Qualacu" as the second village rnet coming up t·he river from
where is now El Paso. - Obediencia y vaRallaje a Su Magestad ')Jor lOr) indio;:] dcl
Pueblo de'San .Tuan Baptista.' '(Doc. de India.. v. 19. p. U5) :"y ultimamente
Tre~aquel de la'mesilla, Clue es Ie primera pohlaci6n de este Reyno, hacia la parte del
Sur y Nueva 1'-~sl'ana."
This ",vas confirmed to me b)' an aged Piro Indian, who
knew the location of the former PiTo Pueblos.
182. eibala. p. 445.
.
183. G.ibola. p. 446: Un~gado el general con Stl gente a cicuye luego se partio
paratiguex dexando mas asentado el pueblo por que a el Iuego saIieron de paz y Ie
hablaron."
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of credit in the main, as geographic and ethnographic details are substantiated by information subsequently obtained and also by actual conditions in part.
Coronado's return to Tiguex took place before the 20th
of Octqber, 1541. 181 This is as near as it can be fixed with
the sources at hand. When he reached Cicuye the Pecos
Indians came out to meet him peaceably. Whether this
change in their attitude was due to a certain predilection
of him, to greater confidence in him than in his lieutenants,
or to a conviction that since the Spanish force had come
back intact further resistance was useless, is impossible to
decide.
The end of Coronado's stay in New Mexico was approaching, but not as he and his men had projected. It was
their intention to return to Quivira in the following spring.
Coronado therefore took steps to reconcile the Tiguas and
in general to pacify the country absolutely. He 'required
material to clothe his soldiers anew, for they were poorly
provided, their ,clothing was worn out, and their bodies
filled and covered with vermin (pediculus vestimenti, which
are still common among Indians, Pueblos as, well as nomads) ."r. To what extent the ~fforts to conciliate the Tiguas
were successful can only be surmised. All that can be
fathomed is, that no further collisions took place. The winter of 1541-1542 passed quietly at Tiguex as far as the
aborigines were concerned. What happened among the
Spaniards, although it was, ultimately, of great importance
to the Pueblos, need be but briefly stated.
During the journey tei the plains, Garcia Lopez de
Cardenas broke his arm. This was the first mishap to a
Spanish officer of higher rank since €oronado had been
184. This is established by the date of his letter to the Emperor, uated October
20th, 1541 from "esta provincia ne Tiguex.'·
185. elbala, p. 458: "procuraba en estos cnmedios a Tm,siguar algunos pueblos
de ]a comar~a que estaban no bien ascntndos y Hamar' a los de tiguex a paz y buscar
alguna rapa de Ia tierra porque andaban ya los ~oldados desnudos y mal tratndos
Benos de piojo~ y no los poclian agotar ni deshechar de si."
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'wounded in the attack on Hauicu, from ,,,hich wound he
had recovered fully. Soon after Coronado's return to Tiguex, Don Pedro de Tovar, who had been sent back to
Sonora for reinforcements, reached Tiguex with more men.
These newcomers 'expected to find their people enjoying
wealth and luxury; in place of it they met them in a country of which Coronado wrote the Emperor: "the best I
have found is this river of Tiguex where I am, and the
settlements on it which cannot be occupied since, in addition
to their being more than four hundred leagues from the
sea of the North (Atlantic Ocean) and more than two hundred from the sea of the South (Pacific) so that no communication can be est~blished, the country is so cold, as to
your Majesty I have written, that it seems impossible to pass
the winter here, for there is no firewood nor clothing with
which the people can protect themselves, only hides in which
the natives go dressed and, some cotton mantles in small
quantity.""" Coronado was manifestly discouraged and disgusted of New Mexico, whereas he writes favorably of
Quivira. But, at Tiguex, he met with an accideBt while
running at the ring and became bedridden.'"' During his
convalescence, (which, it is hinted, he purposely delayed)
discussions and finally dissensions arose in the camp" the
men grew dissatisfied, almost mutinous, and the outcome
of it was that, instead of taking up the march to Quivira
in the spring of 1542, the homeward march, to Mexico, was
decided upon and, carried out. The Spaniards definitely
evacuated the Rio Grande region in the month of April;
1542. A few of the Mexican Indians remained among the
Zunis'" and two (perhaps three) of the friars asked permission ito stay and sacrifice their lives, as it really happened. Coronado gave them supplies and a few assistants
186. CaTta, al BmpcmdoT. Oct: 20. 1541.
187. This is so well known ~nd so often stated that it requires no quotations
to prove it.
~
188.
Ci/lOla. p. 461.
The Indians from Mexico had remained: at Zuni when
Coronado left that range for Tiguex. We shall meet them again hereafter.
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and sen7 ants 'S9 as I shall hereafter relate. Such Pueblo
Indians as had been attending at the Spani~h camp were
released and allowed to .return to their homes.'l'o This time
the Rio Grande Pueblos were to be liberated' of their embarrassing visitors for quite a while; that is, for a period
of nearly fifty years. It seems that no demonstration was
made by them on the departure of the strangers, and nothing happened to the retreating party except, between the
Rio Grande and Zuni, the poisoning of many horses from
which more than thirty died before reaching Zuni and more
on the further march to Culiad\l1. No explanation is offered by any of the chroniclers and. if we consider the S2ason when the journey was begun, it may have been accidental poisoning by the so-called "loco wp-ed." At least no
accusation is made that Pueblo Indians had been the cause
of the mishap.""
Before alluding to the fate of the Franciscan missionaries who remained voluntarily in the Southwest, it is not v
useless to recapitulate ,the information procured by th~
chroniclers of "Coronado's march" on the number and population of the Pueblos.
"1'he "Relaci6n del Suceso" states: "Twenty leagues
from this rock (.5..coma) we met a river running north and
south, there will be on it seventy villages more or less, large
and small .
this settled country extends from north to
south along this river for fifty leagues and' fifteen or twenty
IS9. C,bola. p. 461. See further on.
] 90. Idem. p. 462: "c] "general despachados los frayles tcmlf:ndu no Je dafia!ie
el traer gente de aqlH.~. lla tierra n In J~ueba espana mando quel serui<;io que lOB
soIdados tenian de los natrnles 10 rlcxasen yr libres a sus pueblos adonde quisiesen
que a mi ber no 10 a serto· que mas u2.~iera He dotrinaran entre chriRti:lllOlO."
191. Castaneda, Cibol.a, p. 462: I I ncon tec;io
este camino una cosa no voco de
notar y fue que can saUr los cauallos exer<;itados a el traLajo gordos y hcrmosos
en diez diag Que oRe tardo en llegar a cibola muricron mn~ de trdnta qu~ no nbo die
que no muriese.n dOB y tres y mas dcSpue8 husta Uegar a culiacan muricron gran
numero de dIos cosa no aconte~;ida en toda 18 jorI.ada." Gomara, 'p'rimern y SU(/1,nda
Parte (p. 238). evidently confounds the killing of horSES at Tiguex wah this u.c~
cident on the homeward march, when he state:::: "Fucrollse los indios una nodH~, y
amanEcieroH muertos treinta caballos, que puso temor al ejercito."

ell
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leaO"ues from it on either side.""" The "Relacion postrera,"
Jaramillo and Coronado (as far as we have his letters) are
silent on the point, but Castaneda is very explicit. He gives
a detailed list of the villages as follows :''''
.':"l.

.

•

Cibola, seven villages.
Tusayan, seven villages.
The Rock of Acuco, one.
Tiguex, twelve villages.
Tutahaco, eight villages. TheEe villages were lower
down the river.
Quidx, seven villages.
In the snowy mOlintains, seven villages.
Ximena, three villages..
Cicuye, one village.
Hemes (Jemez) seven villages.
Aguas caJientes. (Jemez hot Springs) three villages.
Yuqueyunque of the mountains, six villages.
I Valladolid called Braha, one village..
Chia, (Cia) one village.
"In all, there are sixty-six villages." This is not correct; there are seventy-one. Castaneda further states:
"Tiguex appears to be in the center of the villages. VaJ-·
ladolid IS the farthest up the river toward the northeast.
The four villages down the river are toward the southeast,
because the river turns toward the east. It is 130 leagu~s
- 10 more or less - from the farthest point that was seen
down t,he river to the. farthest point up the river, and all
the settlements are ,,:,ithin this region."'·' , Taking int~ consideration the time when this was written, it is remarkably
near the truth. He repeats, however, tpe erroneous mention of sixty-six pueblos adding: "And in all of them there
. may be some 20,000 men, which may be taken as a fair
192.
193.
194.

p. 323.
elbola, p. 45i.
Idem,. p. ~54. The number of leagues. is, of course. an approximat.ion only.

I·
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estimate of the population of the villages."l.. Although the
Spanish original has the word "hombres" (men), it is dear
that he means people.'''' This is further established by his
subsequent remark that the' people "are few","'7 and especiaily by the following passage; "There is nothing more surprising than the difference the~e was between the information
that had been obtained, and reality. Where we had been
promised many riches, not the slightest trace of them was
found; in place of inhabited countries wastes; villages of
two hundred souls inste,ld of great cities and, in the largest villages, barely eight hundred or a thousand inhabitants.""" The "Relaci6n postrera" confirms this by saying:
"There are seven villages in, the province of Cibola in a
space of five leagues, the largest may be of two hundred
houses, there are two more of two hundred, and the others
of sixty, and fifty' and thirty houses each."'"" Treating of
the Rio Grande valley he states: "lower down (from
Tiguex) ,all the villages are small except two, which may
have two hundred houses.'''''" From the nature of Pueblo
architecture it is clear that, by "houses," households are
meant. Mota Padilla, treating of Tiguex, mentions the
twelve pueblos "the largest of which contained two hundred
Indians.""'" Here the term "Indian" manifestly stands for
Ins.. Ibidem: "en todos ellos puede auer como ueinte mil hombres." He uses
the same term "hombres" in estimating the joint population of the Zuni and Moqui
clusters (p. 451).
11:.*6. It is likely that, had he meant men only. he would have Rtated "hombres
de armas" men at arms. The word "hombre" is often used for "people" and
women are not un frequently addressed that way.
197. Op. cit., p. 454: "que Sf'gun 50n poea g'C'tlte."
198. Idem. p. 444.
199. Idem. p. 566:' "son siete pueblos en esta provincia de Sivola en espacio' de
cinco leguas: el mayor serii de ducientas C~5as, y otros dos, de a ducientas, Y ~os
otro·s ii sesenta y a cincuenta y ~i treinto casas." p. 567, "ahajo todos son pueblos
pequeiios, salvo dos que ternan il ducientas casas."
Coronado, Lelter.'l to the Viceroy
Mendoza, August 3d, 1540, (p. 558) "The Seven Cities are seven little villages," - If
the ·ternl "hombres" were to bE: interpreted as men, it '],,'ould give to each village
a thousand souls, on an average.
206. Ibidem. Also Relaci6n del Suceso, p. 31!J: "los pueblos son de a tres-cip.ntas
e doscientas, e de a cien cincuenta casas."
.
201. Historia, p. 159: "hallaron en ,H doce pueblos que el mayor tendria dOBcientos indios."
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the m.ales only. The exaggerated reports about the population of Yuraba-Taos annd ofCicuiq-Pecoshave already been
disposed ·of. 202 , Castafieda allows to the latter five-hundred
warriors."O" Mota Padilla states that the first of the four
pueblos b~tween Tiguex and Pecos had about thirty houses,
the second thirty-five "occupied" houses, :;md "Cicuic"about
fifty. It is therefore almost certain that the "men" of
Castaneda signify all the people, of every age and sex. The
number, or rather estimate, of approximately twenty thousand Pueblo Indians agrees with that given in 1'626 by Fray
Geronimo de Zarate Salmeron, and especially with the censuslike enumeration by Fray Agustin de Vetancurt, at thl':
time of the great uprising in the year of 1680.
Castaneda enumerates seventy-01?e pueblos.
The
"Relacion del Suceso" mentions seventy, aside from Zuffi
and Moqui!OO I prefer the statement of the former since it
is detailed and confirmed by his other information. Of
these seventy-one villages, fifty-seven belong to what I consider as the Rio Grande group, the other fourteen being
the Zunis and the Moquis. To these two clusters, Castaneda
assigns an aggregate population of "three or four thousand"
men, that is people.
This would leave for the Rio Grande
cluster from ~ifteen thousand to twenty thousand souls..
201

200

•

202. 'Sec: notes and text. The estimat~s are clearly fr~m hearsay.
203. Cibola, p .. 453: 4',Cicuye es un pueblo de hasta quinientos hombres. de
guerra." ~ He ,plainly allud~s to men only.
204. Fray Alonzo de Zarate Salmeron, "Rclacioncs de toda.c,; las Cosas <.."ue (On cl
Nuevo Mexico 8e han ':Ji.stu y sa!JUlo "(MS. af National Archives of Mexico.) To this
important source I shall have to return l~ter. - Fray Agustin de Vetancurt, Cr6nica
de la Provinoia del Santo Evangelio de M·,,,,ico, (1598, from reprint of 1871, pp.
306 to 325). In its GUTta al Gobernador Don Antonio de Otor-min (MS. 1680) the
Cab'ilclo of Santa Fe says: "Y e] numero de toda ,et gentio de naturales que hoy se
halla en el Nuevo M~xico de 108 Apostates alzados, no es tan corto que no pase de
16 mil almas." Vetancurt, Cr6nica (p. 214) says that. in 1660, a general census. was
made•. showing the ~ntire population of New Mexico, whites, mestizos and Pueblos, to have been over 24,000 souls. He himself enumerates rorty pueblos ahout.
but does not give the 'population of all of them.
205. Cibola, p. 454: Relacion deZ. Suo,,;o. p. 323.
206. Cibola. p. 451.
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Of the expedition .0fCoro.nado, nothing remained in
.lY.IE}.X'i~obut ~PIne mi~sion~ri~.s, a:r9rtu~Uei?~, and a
few Indi;m anq :rp.~stizo servant:;. There sho,uld yet be
fOl.).nq traditions, and I Gannot sufficiently repeat that a
vigorous search shoutd be made for these. Much of what
I b,:;tve sti'!-ted here ITlay become modified, refuted or confirm~d, by Indian folklore, and it is therefore essential that
that vast field be diligently cq.ltivated. Before leaving the
s~bject of the present investigations for another period
of Pueblo History, a glance must be cast at the fate of the
heroic monks who sacrified their lives in the Southwest;· a
tr~gic sequel t() Coronado's adventurous march, 'and not
without conneGtion with the Ifistory of the Rio Grande
Pp.eblo Indians.
The fate of the monks who remained in New Mexico
,after the departure of Coronado is not~o well known as
would be desirable. Even their number and nameS are, in
a degree, uncertain. Again each source must be considered
separately.
The "Hela~j9~1 cleISllces.o" states : "the Viceroy .
was please9 th.~t there ha9 remaine9. there Fathe.rJ~an de
Padilla, who went to glJivira and with him a'Spaniardand
a ne,gro, and fI:~y Lt.~ts,.a very pious lay-brother. mo , The
"Re)acion posterera," written before Coronado's return
from Quivira, states that Father Padilla accompanied Coronado on his reconnaissance in 1541, but does not, of 'course,
mention the friar's return to Quivira in the following year.
J m'am ill a is quite explicit. He state: "the return once
ordered, .the Franciscan friars that were with. us, one of
them ordained and the other a lay-brother, the priest being
called Fray Juan de Padilla and the lay-brother Fray' Luis
de Escalona, were ready and had permission from their

New

207. P.· 329: "yo gose de que Be hubie8en quedado alia el padre, fray Juan de
Padilla, el- cual fue a Quivira, y'un espanol y un negro cpn d. y fray lui.s. un lego
muy santo."
"
.
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provincial to stay, The friar desired to remain in the houses
with flat roofs saying that with a chisel and an adze whicr~
he had, (he might or would) put up crosses in those villages, and baptize some infants in articulo mortis, in order
to send them to heaven, and he asked for no more companionship than that of a little negro slave of nline called
Cri::toval, for his assistance and consolation. He said he
would soon learn the language, to help himself, and insisted so much that his request could not be denied, and 'so
nothing more was heard of him. I understand that his remaining there was the .cause that there also remained some
Ind~ans, of those from here, and two' negroes, one of mine
called Sebastian and one of Melchor Perez, son of the Lic,entiate Latorre. That negro was married and with his wife
andchiJdren. At Quivira I recollect that some Indians also
remained, one of my company, a Tarascan called. Andres.
Fdher Juan de Padilla insisted upon returning to Quivira,
obtaining that we gave him the Indians whom T sai(l we had
taken as guides. He took them along and also a Portuguese
land a negro who had been taught and was marked. He
was of the third order and became a Franciscan friar. Also
a mestizo and two Indians who, I believe, were from ZapotIan. ""08 In the next section of this work I will have to pay
some attention to these companions of Father Padilla, since
their career is connected, though indirectly, with the Pueblos.
Castaneda writes as follows: "Seeing this (the near
departure of Coronado) a certain friar Juan de Padilla, a
priest of the order of Minorites, and another friar Luis, a
lay brother told the general that they wanted to stay in that
country. Fray Juan de Padilla at Quivira. " and Fray
Luis at Cicuye. " the general sent with them an escort
as far as Cicuye where Fray Luis remained, whereas Fray
P. 316, Relaci6n hecha. I refrain from copying the Spanish text all
of its length. It mtty be found in Do(;. de 17ldias. vol., 14, aJ~o in Winship's
"Coronado. "
208.

aCt~ount
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Juan went on returning to Quivira, taking the Portuguese
of whom we have spoken, a negro, the mestizo, and Indians
from New Spain, as well as the guides which the general
had taken along. '. .."
"Fray Luis stayed at Cicuyeand nothing more was
heard of him to this day although, before the force left
Tiguex, a certain number of sheep were sent to him there,
and those who drove the sheep met him, in company with
people (Indians) and on the way to visit other villages
that were fifteen or twenty leagues from Cicuye. He exprAssed some hopes, stating that he was in the good graces
of the tribe and that his teachings might prove fruitful,
I3,lthough .he complained that -the old men held aloof, and
I believe that in the end they will have' ki1h~d him .. ' ".
Castaneda adds "the people there are merciful and in no
manner cruel and keep faith and loyalty to their friends."21J6
The three sources above quoted mention two friars, one of
whom (Padilla) disappeared at Quivira . while the other
(de Escalona) was last heard of in the vicinity of Pecos,
hence among the Rio Grande Indians according to the extension I have thought to give to that term. Mota Padilla
however, enumerates three mission,aries and varies, on .the
subject of their career after Coronado's departure, consIderably from the versions given. In addition to Father Padilla
and Fray Luis de Escalona he mentions a lay brother whom
he names Fray Juan' de la G-ruz! - Father Escalona he
calls Fray Luis de Ubeda, and asserts that Father Padilla
and Fray Luis still remained among the Tiguex for some
time after Coronado had gone, and then left together: "and
the Indians of Tiguex appointed a squad of their soldiers
that they. should guide the said Fathers to the Pueblo of
Coquite (Pecos) where they were received with demonstra209.

Cibola. p. 461 and 462.
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tions of joy ... ""'0 The testimony of Mota Padilla, how..
ever vlaluable ,on other points, seems to be at fault in this
case. Eye-witnesses (Jaramillo and Castaneda) are positive that both monks went away 'from Tiguex while the
Spanish camp was still there, and their testimony weighs
more than that of an author who wrote two centuries later.
Nevertheless, I am loath to reject all the statements ofMota
Padilla.
It may, at first sight and to superficial investigator'S,
seem quite immaterial how many and what monks remained'
among the Pueblos, after the departure of Coronado's
forces. According to all known indications these missionaries did not live long in New Mexico. Yet, from the nature of Indian conceptions, and from the manner in which
Indian lore may originate, even a comparatively short existence among the Pueplos, of human beings so strange to
them as the missionaries must have been, can have left lasting impressions in folklore, rituals, and even upon some
210. Historia, p. 167 After mentioning the application made, by Father Padilla
and Fray Luis of Ubeda, to Coronado, for· permission to remain in that country he
adds: "A Btl imitacion tam bien el padre Fr.•Tuan de Ia Cruz; religioso lego (como
10 era Fray Luis de Ubeda) pretendi6 quedarse ('n aquellas provincias de Ti~ues."
Further on it is stated: "De esta !5uerte quedaron estos bendi~os religiosos como
corderos entre lobos; y vi !ndase s-olos, trat6 el padre Fr. Juan de Padilla, con los
de ~rigues. el fin que ie movia a quedarse entre e1los .
. . que ya los soldados se
habian ida, que no les serian molestas, que el' pasaba ~1. otr'as . poblaclones -'i} les
deiaba al padre Fr. Juan de la Cruz para qUe les ft:ese instruyendo. .' . . desPldesC'
gran ternura, dejando, como prc1ado, Heno de bem).iciones, a Fr. Juan de la Cruz,
. y el mestiso y indios de la nueha espana con las guias que auia traydo el genpadres Fr. Juan de Padilla y .Fr. Luis de Ubeda hasta el pueblo de Coquite, en
clonde les recibieron can demonstraciones de alegria, y hacienda la misma recommendacion par el padre Fr. Luis "de Ubeda, Ie dej6, y guiado de otros naturales
del rnismo pueblo, salie para Quivira .
." From the above it would seem that
Indians from Pel';os accompanied Father Padilla to the Northeast. 1 find no mention of this elsewhere. However plausible the tales of Mota Padilla rnay appear,
I adhere to the statements of the eyewitnesses. Jaramillo. Rclaci6n Hccha, p" 317,
. states: "EI fray Juan de Padilla porfio, de volver a Quivira y procuro que se Ie
diesen Rquellos indios que dixe hHbiamos traido por guias."
These guides were"
not from any of the pueblos. since none of the latter had gone with. Coronado
On his reconnaissance. Castaneda, Cibola, p. 461, is positive also: dembio el general' con elIas una campania que Jos sacascn ha",tn cicuye donde se quedo fray luis y el
fray juan paso la bueIta de quiuira lleuando el portugues que diximos y el fiEgro
y e.l nlestiso y indios de la nueba espana con las guias que auia traydo el gen~
€oraL" Both Jaramillo and Castaneda were eyewitnesses.
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customs~ If there were only twomisRionaries who remained,

Fray Jual). de Padilla and Fray Luis de Escalona, the former
is involved in the history of the Rio Grande pueblos only
as far as he may have exercised some influence previous to
.his departure for Quivira. As long as the military were
still with the Pueblos, they naturally were watched with
particular attention and the recollections thereof specially
graven into the minds of the Indians.
The apparently
unobtrusive monks were less striking features, or they may
hav:e been looked upon as shamans of a doubtful character,
whose influence was incomprehensible and therefore subject
to the slow and wary observation of the Indians. When, how-'
ever, the' aborigines found themselves alone in presence
of these strange and apparently defenceless beings, matters
assumed a different aspect. The friars, left alone, had to
accept direct work with the natives, and whatever impressionthat created upon the latter, was likely to be more lasting in the memory of the Indians.
Fray Juan de Padilla cannot be included in the question
as far as the Pueblos are concerned. But Fray Luis de
Escalona became at once the "first missionary," .on an inde~
pendent )footing, of the Pecos. He, it is said, disappeared
there. His possible martyrdom to which Castaneda alludes,
is not recognized by the church. Neither the "Acta
Sanctorum" nor a,ny Martyrology of the many I have
searched, mentions Father Escalona. Yet his existence cannot be denied, reliable eye-witnesses prove it. Furthermore, according to one of these eye-witnesses (Castaneda)
"the friar. Luis remained at Cic,uye, nothing more has been
learned about him to this day although before the forces left
Tiguex, conducting to him a certain number of sheep to be
left with him, those who drove them met (him) in company
2U

211. . So the recollection' abcut the events at Puaray·Tiguex remained very
distinct among the Tiguas. Espejo. Relacion (Dor;. de Tndia.'3 15. p. 112.) E\-er, the
number 'of Svaniards :",ho perished (nin.~) is quite correctly reported, also, the
number of hor5e~: "y Ie mataron en ella nlleve BoldadoR y cuarenta ca.'ballo,".."
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with: people, as he went to visit other villages, etc.""" It.
Seems, tlierefore, that Fray LUIs de Escalona had in mind the
material as well as the spirituai improvement of the Indians.
What became of the sheep cannot be found out except, perhaps, through Indian tradition. This first attempt at a
permanent introduction of domesticated quadruped's among
the Pueblos is well worth noticing, and justifies a glance
at the fate of the devoted man to whom the endeavor is
due.
Always bearing in mind that Father Escalona is mentioned by eye-witnesses but ignored by ecclesiastic sources,
Father (rather Brother) "13 Juan de laCr1.!z must attract our
attention next. Whereas the former may be termed "Apostle
of the Pecos", what is told of the latter would make of him
the "Apostle of the Tiguas", - that is, if such a monk as
he is described to have been-ever existed in New Mexico!?
The doubt is not unjustified!
The sources that establish the existence of Fray Luis
are all, as far as known, of the secular order; they pertain
to so-called "profane literature." That no clerical source
of the sixteenth century mentions this lay brother may be
due to the fact that there is no reference of a positive kind
to his death as a martyr!" Hence no Martyrology was
authorized to mention him except as a subject of doubtful
legend. On the other hand, Fray Juan de la Cruz; stated to
have been a lay-brother also, is ignored by the eye-witnesses
at my command, but frequently mentioned by ecclesiastic
documents, beginning with one of the year 1587. I have
212. CiIJola, p.' 461.
.
213. Lay brothers are inferior in position to those monks that have been ordailH.~d
priests. They are, in fact, domestics, but may. in special cases, perform certain
ritual duties.
214. The manner of his death is only conject.ured. This is plainly stated by
Jaramillo. Relacivn hecha, p. 317: "y ansi no Be ha sabido mas de el." Castaneda.
Cif,ola, p. 461: l'el fray Luis se tluedo en cicuye no se ha sabido del mas hasta oy. .."
Castaneda expresses the hope that he ended his days in peace although he adds:
"y creyo al fin 10 mafarian:'
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looked in vain, as yet, for an earlier' mention.""· The source
just mentioned is of high respectability, - Father Francisco de Go"uzaga, General of -the Franciscan Order from
1579 to 1587, who alludes to "an old man and a chorister"
whom Fray Agustin de Vetancurt (1698) identifies with
Fray Juan de la Cruz.""·
It is to Fray Geronimo de Mendieta that some details
on the fate of Juan de la Cruz are due. He finished his
"Historia EccIesiastica Indiami," in 1596, but he had come
to New Spain in 1554.
Giving no authorities for his
statements, he asserts that five clergymen accompanied
Coronado on his expedition "and among them those best
known after the Father Provincial (Marcos of Nizza)
(were) Fr. Juan de Padilla and Fr. Juan de la Cruz.»21S
Further on he remarks that both of these monks remained
at Tiguex, Father Padilla, however, leaving soonforQuivira,
and the lay brother de la Cruz staying alone at Tiguex!lO
217

215. . I know at least six Martyrologies, between 158-7 and 1638 that mention
the rnarytrdorn of Fray Juan de la Cruz, but have 'not been able to obtain. 'an.J.'
data from earlier years. The gl"e::tt work )f the' Dollandists was begun hy Rosw~yde
after 1588.
216. The' title of the work of Father de Gonzaga is: "De Ori-ginc Seraphicac
R~Ugionis F'ranciscanae ejusque progre88ibu8 de Regularis Observanciae InstituHone,
forma administrationis ac legibus, admirabiliquc cius propag,atione. Rome 1587, part
IV. - The great work of Fray Francisco Daza, Chr6nica general etc., is posterior
to Gon7.aga and has (taken much information from it. In general, it was impossible to avoid, for chroniclers and especially for martyrologists, not to resort to
much textual copying of predece.':lsoffl. - rrhe allusion by Fray Agustin de Vetancurt.
Menologio franciscano. 'p. 387 reads "Gonzaga no pone su nombre. sino Que dice: un
viejo y un corista:' The da.y, in the Mcnologio. is Novemher 30th.
217.
Hence he arrived in America about twelve years after the return of
Coronado's expedition. Historia ecclesiasUIFJ,. Indiana. (publish,ed by J caquin Garcia
Ycazbalceba in 1870. - Noticias del Autor y de la Obra, p. XVIIL) The work was
concluded in 1598.
218.. Hislm'i". Ecclcsia-qUca Indiana, lib. v. cap. III, p. 742: "Los Religiosos
eran cinco, y entre ellos, despues del provincial, los mas conocidos Fr. Juan de
Padilla y Fr. Juan de la Cruz." Fray Juan de Torquemada, Los veinte y unn Lili"'·os
Rituals. i MGnarchia Indw,na' (second edition, Madrid 1723, vol. III, p. 610) copies
textually. Vetancurt, Men%gio (November 30th, p. 386) also gives a slightly
abbreviated version. omitting the number of the missionaries.
219. Mendieta, Histo1·ia. p. 743: "se qU2daron y permanecieron con su intento en
l~ conversion de aquellos· infieles. en un pueblo llarnado tiguex." Torquemada.
Monarchia Indiana (lII, p. 610) confirms, changing somewhat the text.
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Finally 'he says: "Of the servant of God Fr. Juan de la
Cruz nothing else was learned but that he remained alonE;!
in that village of Tiguex .
'.: to teach the Indians the
matters (doctrines) of our Holy Faith and Christian Life
which pleased them very much, and in token' of rejoicing
they took him into their arms and made other demonstrations of joy. It is thought (understood) he died a martyr.
He was of exemplary virtue and a great Observant and
therefore much respected by all, so much so, . that the
Captain Francisco Vazquez Coronado had ordered his men
to uncover their heads whenever they would hear the name
of Fr. Juan de la Cruz, which is a sure sign of his great
merit.",2. Fray Juan de Torquemada finished his ponderous
work in 1613.. He was Provincial of the Order of Saint
Francis in 1614 and he almost textually copies Mendieta.
also stating that nothing IS known of his fate, though· it is
supposed he died a martyr. 221
The last two sources however affirm that Juan de la
Cruz was a native of France and of the (Franciscan) province of Aquitania. In connection with this there is to
note a difference between the text of Torquemada and that
of hi's predecessor Mendieta. The latter does not identify
a .French Franciscan of the name, who appeared in Mi~
chuacan (Mexico) with the lay brother of supposed New'
Mexican fame, whereas Torquemada clearly intimates that
they were one and the same person!'" In that case, Fray
220. Hist'oria, p .. 745; Ventancurt. Menologio. p. 387.
221. Monarchia. III, Lib. XXI. cap. III, a nearl~' literal copy of Mendieta.
222. Neither have I been abl~, as yet to ReCllrc any other information on that
Fray Juan de la .Cruz, the work of Father Beaumont on Michuacan not being' at
my command. - Mendieta, who rnentions him (Histo1'ia ecciesiastir.a Indiana, p. 378)
say.s: "Otro frances hubo de Aquitania. Hamada Fr. Juan de la Cruz, gran siervo
de, Dios y buen obrero de su vina." Torl1uemada, (Mo'rlarchia, 11 I, p, 335) 'rot-rely
states: "Fr. Juan de In Cruz, de Ia misma Naci6n y Provincia. gran Ministro."
But in the Index to the same volume he places the two ecclesiastics under the
same title as if they had been one and the same person. Th~ qualification "gran
Ministro" would, however, hardly have applied to a simple lay brothel'. The matter
is oPen for future investigation.
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Juan de la Cruz would have been in Michuacan previous to

1539 and probably up to that year. It might be that, through
him, the Indian or Indians from Michuacail, were brought
to join Coronado's expedition!'"
In the Martyrologies subsequent to Gonzaga, Fray Juaq
de Ia Cruz is frequently noticed, but most (if not all) of
these notices are almost texual repetitions of Mendieta and
of Torquemada. I refer, as an· example, to the Martyrology of Arthur of Munster (editions of 1638 and the German
from 1650) .'24 'Few of them could have know'n the work of
Mendieta, since it was forgotten for a long time:'5 Among
profane authors of the sixteenth century, neither Gomara
223. At, least one Tarascan .Indian is mentioned as havi:qg gone to Qu~vira with
Father Padilla and the Portuguese Docampo.
224. I mention this as a mere example. See Arturi Monastero, "Martyrologvm
francisanvm (16'38) p. 546: "Joanna a Cruce, Laico, remansit in oppido Tignisio
. Dei famu1us B. Ioannes genua flexit, eorumque furorum alacri aninlO,
pro Christi amore, in se excepit. Sicque, impiorum sagiLtas in se recipi~l3~ gJoriosae fine, mortalis vita curorum concluit (mortaIium vitam curarum conclusit?)
It -is known that Fray Padilla was shot with arrows, and this is y_ery much like
a confusion with the fate of the latter. However. :Munster in the edition of 1650
(Auctarl:wrrr- Martyrologii Franciscan7 das ist V'3rmehrulg des,'; Franciscanisdwn
OJ'dens calenders etc,) only mentions F'ather Padil1a.
225. This appears from· the date when the work of Mendieta was' finished
(1598). as well as from the silence, or at least irnperfect knowleuge had, of Mendieta!:;
book (manuscl'ipt) up to the nineteenth century. Compare, for instance, Boristain,
Biblioteca Hispano Ame~licana Setent.rional, vol. III, p. 257. Yet, there is a possibility that Gonzaga may have derived his knowledge about Fray Juan de la Cru'z
through the writings of Mendieta. and that f.ubsequent martyrologists were able to
consult some of them also. In the years b~tV\"een 1579 and 1587 Father Gonzaga
(according to Father Joan de' Domayquia, 1611 about) asked Mendieta to send' to
him (in Spain) what he had written on the lives of the early Franciscan nlission~
aries to Mexico, and Mendieta remitted to him a M,emorial containing the desired information.
This Memorial afterwards passed into' the hands of Father Juan
Bautist& Noles, who included it in his Memo·rill,l de la Prol1-incia de ,San GalJriel
(Madrid 1592), Not even my erudite godfather, Don Joaquin Garcia Yca'r.ba1ceta,
could obtain the latter book, still less have I seen it, but the great Sp'anish bibliogz:apher Nicolas Antonio mentions it. The possible connection of Mendieta with the
statements of Gonzaga and the subsequent martyrologists is of course as yet conjectural, but it is not ~uperfluous to recall a possible filiation which might, perhaps,
lead to discovery of the origin of still doubtful assertions,
226. Primem y Segunda Parte, p. 288:, "Fray Juan de Padilla Be quedo en
Tiguex con otro fraile francisco."
H
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(1553) "'6 nor Juan de Saurez Peralta'"' alludes to the friar,
and Antonio de Herrera (1601-1615)' mentions Padilla and
Fray Luis de Escalona only."·
Mendieta states that five Franciscans went with
Coronado, and this statement is copied by Torquemada and
by Mota Padilla."'''' One of these was Fray Marcos of Nizza,
one Fray Juan de Padilla, another Fray Antonio Victoria
who, as related by Castaneda, broke a leg three days after
leaving Culiacan and had to be carried back;""" the fourth
is Brother Escalona - the fifth, unless he "vas Fray Juan
de la Cruz, rema'ins yet to be accounted for.
Having opened this discussion with a' statement made
hy Matias de la Mota Padilla (1742) I still have to relate
what this author tells of the death of Fray Juan de la Cruz.
"Of the Father Juan de la Cruz the following notice exists;
That after working at the instruction of the Indians at
Tiguex and at Coquite, he was killed by them with arrows
as not all of them accepted his doctrine and advice, by
which he attempted to make them abhor their barbarous
customs; although he was generally much esteemed by the
caciques and other natives; who had seen the veneration
with which he was treated by the g~neral, the captains and
the soldiers.""lt We may be permitted to ask: how could
227. Traiado del Descubri-micnto de las lndias y de Slt conqui..,ta etc. (published
1878 by Zaragoza under the title Notic1"as ,hist6ricas de la Nueva Espu,ua). It belongs to the same period as Gonzaga and Mendieta, but its author was not an
ecclesiastic.
'
228. HistorUt general de los Hecho8 de los Castellanos en la.~ Yslas !J ia tierra
firme del Mar Oceano (Edition of 1726. Dec. VI, lib. IX, cap. XII, Pag. 207). This
part of Herrera's work bears a striking resemblance to the text of the report of
Jaramillo.
. 230. Castaneda, CilJola. p. 424, "j' a tres jornadas un frayle llamado fray
Antinio uictoria se quebro una pierna y este frayle era de misa y para que ge
curase Jo boll)ieron del camino y despue~ fue con el campo que :10 flJ~ poca consolal;ion para todos."
231. Historia de la Conquista de la Nueva Galicia, p. 168. "Del padre Fr. Juan
de la Cruz la' noticia' Que se tiene €os, q·ue despues de haber trabajarlo en la 'instruccion
de los Indios en Tigues y en Coquite, muri6 flec.hado de Indios, porque no todos
abrazaron BU doctrina y consejos, co~ los que trataba detestasen s·u~ barbaras
costumbres, aunque por 16 general era muy estimado de los caciques y dcmas naturales, que habian visto la veneracion con quP- el general, capitanes y soldado8 Ie
trataban."
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this be known, since no further intercourse, after Coronado's evacuation of New Mexico, could be had with that
isolated and remote quarter of the globe? Is this notice
an assumption by Mota Padilla, a legend perpetuated particularly through the Martyrologies, or was it obtained after
the Spaniards returned to New Mexico (from 1580 on) 'as
a definite Indian tradition ?"'"
In. presence of so much and so conflicting testimony,
I leave the question of the existence of Fray Juan de la Cruz
and his labors and death among the Pueblos in suspense,
only adding tha:t, if it should become proven that reports
concerning him are authentic, traGes of any influence ex'erted by his presence and deeds on the Rio Grande might
possibly be discovered among the Tigua. Indians.
It is well known that Fray Juan de Padilla was killed
somewhere 'about the Quivira region and with his fate I
have, therefore, nothing to do here. But some of his companions escaped and after years of wanderings unde~ un·
told hardships, returned to New Spain."'J" The route taken
by these fugitives brought them nearer to the Atlantic than
to the Pacific slope. Quivira (in this all eye-witnesses agree)
appeared much more promising to colonization than New
Mexico and Arizona; for agricultural purposes, irrespective
of the search for metal. But it was not pOElsible, for many
232. The killing with arr9ws is not mentioned by Mendieta. (1598). Neither
Torquemada (1615). nor Vetaneurt (1698) mentions the manner in whieh Fray
Juan was supposed to have been killed. How could, then. Father Arthur of MUllst~r.
a Recollect, st.ate in his Martyroloj}um Franciscanum (1638) p. 546: "impiorum
sagitta~ in se recipivs. gIoriosae fine etc':'? He refers to at least six authorities,
after Gonzaga (hence between 1587 and 1638) but to none from previous to the
former date.
233. This is postiviely stated. Jaramillo. Relacion Hec1w. p. 317: "ansi que
muerto (Father Padilla) Be juyo el portugues dicho. y un indio de los Clue dice. traia
bestidos en habit~ de fraile, u creo que entrambos; dijo quest!) para llue ellos
\'inieron a ,eata tierra .de la Nueva E.spana por otro camino y derroin. mas cere-ana
Que la que yo tengo dicho, y vinieron a salir a jos valles de Panico (Panneo)". .
Castaneda, Cibola. p. 468, states that, when he wrote, there lived in Mexico guides
that had made the return journey with the PortugueSe "Docampo" above mentioned.
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years after Coronado's return, to think of renewed efforts
in the direction of the North American Southwest. Involuntarily almost, through circumstances, the Spaniards,
thirty-eight years later, came on the eastern trail,2:'4 a trail
that did not lead them to the coveted Quivira, but to New
Mexico again, bringing the Rio Grande Pueblos into renewed contact with Europeans.
(end of Part I)
234. Coronado, Caria al E'mpcrador (lfi41), does not mention the route,· but he
recommends the country of Quivira for settlcmetlt, p. 367: "La tierra en 81 es ]a
mas aparejada que se ha visto para darse en ella todas las cosas de Espana," The
Relaci,6n del Sucelw. }1. 329, states: "Quibira es lnegor tierra de muchas zabanas,.
y no tan fria, aunque esta mas al· Norte." Jaramillo.. Rcla.ci6n Becka, p. :U7.:
"Ansi Que clertanlcntc 8i Vuestra Sefioria aJcanza desrlE' ese paesto (Panuco) 10 de
Quibira, tengocntendido que puede traer gc.nt1c dt: Espana a poblalla, sin recelo,
segun In apariencia y muestras In tierra tiene." Castaneda, Cfbola, }). 468: "para
aber de holup.r en deman~a de quiuira scria aquclla uia harto mejor y mas derecha."
- in Part II of this work this question will Rg'ain be alluded to.
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THE SUPPLY SERVICE OF THE NEW
MEXICAN MISSIONS
IN THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
Part II. 1631-166·1
FRANCE V. SCHOLES
The contract of 1631 remained the legal basis of the
supply service down to the year 1664. During that period
the service was maintained with rather remarkable regularity every three or four years, so that the caravans became
the most important link between the far-u\vay province of
New Mexico and the central government of N8w Spain. In
this respect the service was of the greatest significance
from the point of view of political administration as well
as ecclesiastical.
The round trip, including the time spent in New Mexico.
before the caravan started out on the return journey to
New Spain, took about a year and a half. The remaining
part of each three-year period was given over to preparations in Mexico for the next outward journey to the frontier.
The route taken by the caravan from Mexico City to New
Mexico followed a well-defined course by way of Zacatecas
to Parral and the mining centers on the northern frontier
of Nueva Vizcaya. From these northern outposts the route
crossed the arid plateau country of modern Chihuahua, a
land of few resources and inhabited by hostile Indians. Arriving at the Rio Grande in the Manso country, the caravan
then made its way northward to the small settlements below
the Piro villages, and finally to the pueblo of Senecu where
it was enthusiastically received by the friars and settlers
of the New Mexican province. After a short rest and after
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obtaining needed supplies, the caravan then moved on to
Santa Fe and the central pueblo area on the upper course
of the Rio Grande.
The general management and organization ,of the supply trains were supervised by the procurator-general of
the custodia who was appointed by the joint action of the
commissary-general of the Franciscans of New Spain and
the provincial of the Franciscan Province 'of Santo Evangelio.' The procurator-general was accompanied during
'both the outgoing and return' trips by a friar, usually a
lay-brother, ,,,ho served as his assistant and companion.
Under the procurator-general there served mayordomos
who looked after the wagons, managed details of organization, and had charge of the drivers, lesser servants, and
Indians who were employed for the jOjlrney. A small mili.;,
tary escort accompanied each caravan.
Although the chief purpose of the supply service was
to sustain the missions, it was a significant factor in other
phases of provincial life. The outgoing caravans were a(;companied by settlers going out to New Mexico for the
first time, by traders, and by citizens of the province who
were retul"lling home after a business trip to New Spain.
All were glad to have the opportunity to make the journey,
especially the long stretch from Parral and Santa Barbara
to the Rio Grande, in the company of the caravan and to'
enjoy the proteCtion of the military escort. The officials
of New Spain used the servh:~e for the despatch of mail
and of royal and viceregal decrees. Frequently the caravan was accompanied by a new governor going out to New
Mexico, and sometimes his presence became a source of
difficulty and embarrassment for the procurator-general!
1. See appointment of Fray Manso in the oocuments in part I. For appointment
of Fray ,Juan ~amJrez. se.c l'l1,forme, A. G. I., 58w4·H.
2. The most int.ercsting incident growing out of disagrcC'rnent between a g'OVernor and the .procurator-general related to Go\,p.rnor Mendiziibal and Fray Juan
R.nmire~.
Dis~pssed in r-aragraphs that follow.
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On the return journey fr9m New Mexico to New Spain,
the caravan was accompanied by trad~rs, citizens of the
,province going to Mexico on business, ex-':governors, 'friars
, retiring from ,the New Mexican mission field, and occasionally by prisoners of the Holy OffiCe being sent to Mexico
City for trial by the Tribunal of the Inquisition.
For the economic life of the province, the caravans had
an especial importance. The products of New Mexico
which could be exported profitably were a few staples, con" sisting mostly of hides, pinon, salt, and mantas. The chief
difficulty in developi,ng this primitive' commerce was the
lack of transport, so that it was inevitable that the mission
caravans should have become an important element in this
phase of provincial life. Emptied of the supplies brought
out from New Spain for the sustenance of the missions,
the wagons were used to freight the few staple products
of New Mexico.to the mining centers of-Nueva Vizcaya and
, to other parts of New Spain.
It IS not clear what legal provisions were made for the, '
use Of the wagons for the freighting out of goods from
New Mexico;, The governors frequently took the position
that the wagons, being the property of the Crown, were at'
their disposal after the supplies brought from New Spain
, had been delivered to the friars. Most of the governors
were engaged in active exploitation of the Indians. This
exploitation assumed various forms: trade in buffalo hides
between the' Pueb.1o Indians and the Apaches; the capture
of Apaches to be sold as slaves in the mining camps of
Nueva Vizcaya; the weaving of mantas, either in the pue":
bIos or in special workshops established in Santa Fe and
under the direet~ management of the governors; the transportation of salt from the saline fields east of the' Rio
Grande to depots from which it could be shipped to the
mines of New, Spain. The governors were , especially
interested, therefore, in. establishing the right to- use the
wagons on the return journey to New Spain for the ship-
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ment of' accumulated supplies of hides, 'salt, mantas,' etc.
, The active exploitation of the Indian and the controversy
concerning the legal right to use the wagons, became factors
iri that long conflict between church and state which characterized the political life of the province in the seventeenth century. The friars made a long series of complaints
to the viceroys and to the Crown, but to no avail. There
was no effective remedy, for the center of authority in
New Spain was too far away to exercise an effective control over New Mexico. The damage was done before a.
remedy could be carried out. Realizing this fact, both sid'es
in the conflict became convinced, that the issue must be
fought out o'n the spot. The result was a division of opinion in the seats of authority which weakened the province,
and which inspired the Indians to strike for liberty."
During the quarter-century following 1631 the serviee
was managed by Fray Tomas Manso, the procurator-general of the custodia. He gave up the post only in: 1656,
when, already having been made provincial of his Order,
he was appointed bishop of Nicaragua. His promotion was
probably in recognition of his long service to the Crown
and to the Church in organizing and managing the supply
trains. His conti'ol of the service seems to have been characterized by efficiency, ,and by general satisfaction to the
treasury officials of New Spain and to the friars of New
Mexico. Altogether he probably made nine round-trips
with the caravans between New Spain and New Mexico, a
record worthy of comparison with the service of any of the
3. The ins~ances of exploitation and of disagreement concerning the U!?le of
the wagons are numerous. Documents for only a few of the more important exampl(>~
are cited below:
.
a. Cartas (lIte se escriuieron a su Exa. del Nue1.'o Mexico por los Religios08 della
POT fin del ano de 636 quexcindose del Gouierno de Francisco Martin('z ,(Ie
Baeza. Arch. Gen., Mexico. Provincia lnternas. Torno 315, Exp. 3;
b. Carta que escrivi6 a 8U M!tgestad. Fray Andres Suares desde el Nuebo Mc:dco.
26 Octubre, 1647, Arch. Gen., Mexico. RealeR Cedulas (Prineipales). Tomo 3.
c,
Informe, A. G. 1., 58-4-9,
,
d. Expediente concerning conflict, between the clergy and Governor Rosas, A.
G. 1., 2-4-1/22. ' No.7.
e. Numerous statements in the proceS08 of Mendiziibal and Peftalosa in Arch.
Gen., Mexico. InquiBiciOn, Tomos 507. 587, 593, 594.
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merchants who carried on a cross-country freight business
in the United States in the first half. of the nineteenth
century!
Because of his intimate knowledge of New Mexican
affairs Manso was frequently called upon for advice, or was
assigned difficult and' delicate missions. .In 1638 he was
one of a small group of friars consulted by the commissarygeneral of the Franciscans of New Spain concerning the
expediency of establishing a bishopric in New Mexico:
In the early 1640's he held the office of custodio of New
Mexico in ·addition to the office of procurator-general. In
1644 he was appointed special investigator by his Order to
report upon the situation which had grown out of the conflict b~tween· the clergy and Governor Rosas."
Manso also took an active interest in the expansion of .
the New Mexican mission field. In 1645, during his term
as custodio, he sent a party of four friars to preach to the'
Ypotlapiguas who lived near the Zipias in the region south
and west of Zuni. He had a share also in the beginnings
of missionary enterprise among the Mansos who lived .in
. the region of EI Paso."
In summing up Fray Manso's career in its relation to
New Mexic,o, it may be stated that no 'otper friar during the
7

4. The first round trip was for the period ·1627-1630 when Fray Estevan de
Perea returned with a new group of friars. Then for nine three year periods' as
follows: 1630-33; 1633-36; 1636-39; 1639-42; 1642-45; 1645-48; 1648-51; 1651-54, It
seems that. although Manso was still procurator·general for the -first two years
of the period, 1654.57. he probably sent out the caravan for 1;.hat triennium in care
of an agent.
5. Autos del Nuevo Mea-ico 11 Sinaloa sobre si hal>rd Obispa.dolf. A. G. I. 67·i1-32.
6. The Ro>as expedienle, A. G, I., 2-4-1/22. No.7.
7. Memorins sabre 11:):.01; 'Pu.eblos que Be dC8cubrieron en cl,Nuevo Mexico. ,. Bib.
Nac.. Mexico. M. H. N. M., Leg. 1. n(lm. 10. In this document Manso states that he
"discovered" tJhe YpotJapiguas· in 1632. In 1638 Governor Rosas le:vl a part)· of
friars and soldiers to the Ypotlapigua countnry. See document enr.itled Del Pe. fro
., csteuan de Pera.

.

. . . con una ynform,on. Contra Don LU,;B .de ROfia.<J Gour. de

rUluell(~.<J Provincia.~ p?r palabras mal .~nnam,t~f;.

. __ . Arch. G~n_. Mexico. In(!uisicion.
Torno 385. Also the Rosas Expediente, A. G. I., 2-4-1/22.
Followin~ the efforts
mad,e by M~nso in 1645, the Ypotlapiguas were visited by t.he Jesuits, and n con-trover~y was start~d concerning jurisdiction over this new mission aren.
8. For qiscussion o( early missionary enterprise among the Manso::; sec the
paragraphs that follow, .
.
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first half of the seventeenth c~ntury, except, perhaps, Fray
EsteV211 de Perea, played such [in 'important role in' the
successful development of the New Mexican mission field.
The missions were dependent upon his efficient management of the supply service. The clergy found in him an
intelligent and zealous defender of their privileges both in
New Mexico and in New Spain. He held every office of
trust in the custodia to which a friar could aspire. It ,vas
in recognition of his services to missionary enterprise in
New Mexico probably that he v,ras promoted to the leadership of his Order. as lJrovin~jal of the Province of Santo
Ewmg-elio iI? 1655 and then. eight months later, to the
bi~h"nrjc of Nicaragua."
Bishon Manso was succe~ded as procurator-general of
the custodia by Fray Juan Ramirez.'" Ramirez was the
son of a Tasco miner. After receiving an elementary education in Tasco and in Mexico City, he entered the Jesuit
college of San Pedro y San Pablo. At the age of sixteen
he took the habit of a Franciscan. entering the Convento of
San Francisco in Mexico City. He took the course in Arts
at Toluca and studied theology in Mexico City and Pu·ebla.
After his ordination he had a rather wide experience in the
service of the Church and of his Order, being assigned
posts of various kinds in the Conventos of Cuernavaca,
Xochimilco, San Juan Temamatla, Toluca, etc. In 1653 he
became. vicar-general of the provincial of the Franciscan
Pr'ovince of Santo Evangelio and of the commissary-general
of the Franciscans of New Spain, and then, about two years
later, he was appointed comisario de corte and procuratorgeneral of all the Franciscan provinces of New Spain by
the viceroy, the Duke of Albuquerque."
9. Vetancurt. ftle71,ologin, 429, 47!). Citl~d in Rodge's note in Benavidep.' t.lcmo'rial
(Ayer e,l.). p. 207.
10.' N~t. to be jclentified with the Fray Juan Ramirez who convt~rt{'d Acoma in
lS~!).

.

For an outline of the life hh,tory of Ramirez prior to 1656, see Ti?sUji.
en.dones (!U,C se han sacado. . . contra Fray Juam Ramirez del Orden del Sei'ior San
Fra.nci.':jco. Arch. Gen., MExico, Inquisicio1l, Tomo502, Exp. 3. To be cited hence·
forth 8S Testijicacio7'/.Cs contra Ramirez.
] 1.
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Ramirez' appointment as procurator-general of the
Custodia of New Mexico to succeed Bishop Man'so was
made by the joint nomination of the commissary-general of
the Franciscans on March 12, 1656,'2 and of the provincial.
of the Province of Santo Evangelio on March 21. 1656.13
On the sixth of the following May the viceroy accepted these
nominations and directed the treasury officials to recognize Ramirez as the new procurator-general and to negotiate with him for the next despatch of the supply trains on
exactly the same basis that had been customary during the
quarter-century of Bishop Manso's administration." It was
not until after the caravan returned from New Mexi~o in
the spring of 1657, however, that Ramirez actually took
over control of the wagons. The treasury officials tried to
alter the terms of the original contract by requiring
Ramirez' to give bond, whereas Bi:;;hop Manso had never
been obliged to do so. Ramirez appealed to the viceroy who
ordered the officials' to come to an agreement with the new
procurator-general ~'ithout altering the old .contract in any
sense.'" This point is worthy of emphasis because the apparent'mismanageme'nt of the service by Ramirez later
caused the treasury officials some embarrassment. The
wagons, mules, and miscellaneous equipment were finally
turned over to Ramirez and four of hisagepts by the dueno
of the caravan, the agent of Bishop Manso, on May 29,
1657.' •
During the next year and a half Ramirez made the
necessary preparations for the car~wan for the triennium,
August 3,1657, to August 2, 1660. The preparations for
12.
Patente del. Reverendisimo Padre Comisario General.,
Informe. A. G. 1., 58-4-9.
13.

Ma'rch

12,

1656.

Patente del ProvinciaL March 21, 1656. Ibid.

14. Mandamiento de Su Excclencia. May 6, 16f56. Ibid. Sec also Trusla.ilo del
assiento que. . " .<le hiQO POT el "f1".soal de su Magestad 11 o/ic-iales Troles con elf
Padre Juan Ramirez. Bib. Nac.• Mexico. M. H. N. M., Leg. 1. num. 11.
15. For complaint of Ramirez, orders of the viceroy. see AI. H. N. M .• Leg.. 1,
nun. 11. o'p. ·cit.
16. Ibid ..
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this triennium took on a special significance. It seems
apparent that during part of the preceding quarter-century,
at least, the number of friars serving in the New Mexican
missions had not been kept up to the full quota of sixty-six
as fixed by the contract of 1631. For the triennium, 16541657, there had been only forty-six friars in the field." It
was necessary, therefore, to send out twenty more friars
to bring the quota up to its full complement of workers.
It was also repr'esented to the viceroy that a special need
had developed in order to push forward the work among
the Manso and Suma tribes. 'For this new mission field
four more friars were requested.
The Mansos were a backward, wild, non-agricultnral
group of Indians who inhabited the territory on or near the
Rio Grande in the region of El' Paso." The founding of
missions among them had been proposed as early as the
tirrie 'of Benavides, who urged the importance of such an
enterprise, not only in order to carry forward the conversion of the natives, but also because the founding of a
Manso mission would be of the greatest value from the
standpoint of military defense and' of communication between New Mexico and New Spain. Benavides realized
the military importance of the El Paso region as a waystation between the settlements of northern Nueva Vizcaya
and the main pueblo area of New, Mexicq.'" S()me twenty
years passed by, however, before a determined effort was
made to put Benavides' recommendation into effect, des~
pite the fact that the Mansos were on the beaten path between New Mexico and New Spain. Sporadic missionary
17.
TcSt'i1JW'JL1'O de 1m; O-nt.o.<:J 1/ clec:rc(;o.~ del superior flO1.,icrno ". • .
. :w!wc fa
i'm;:f.ancia del 1>cncpladto del Vice-patron pa1'a c:l aCT'J,scentamdC'uto dd nU'f·/"1.'ero de!

rer.ig·iosos pa·ra la,.,; nuwvns convendones de la Nl.WV(£ Mexico. A'fio de 1656. Bib. Nac.•.
Mexico. M. H. N. M .. Leg. 1, ntim., lOa. Also various informes' in In!o1'rlle, A. G. I.,
58-4-~.

18. For n discus~don of the Mansos. see Benavides, Memoria.l, (Ayer edition.>,
pp, 13-15, 212: also the 1634 Memorial, in Propaganda Fide, Home; Bandelier, Pinal
. •

R~'port, vol. II.

19.

Memorial,

(Ayer edition), p. 14.'
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enterprise m2Y have been attempted, but it ,vas not until
the decade of the 1650's that the Mansos received serious
attention.'"
When the caravan passed through the Manso territory
in 1652, two friars, Fray Juan Perez and Fray Juan Cabal,
had noted the possibility of the Manso field and had baptised
an infant. After a return trip to Mexico City, they had gone
back to the frontier again for the sole purpose of beginning
definite missionary labor among the Mansos, having been
assigned to the field by the procurator-generaJ, Fray Manso.
The work progressed very slowly, however, for, although
the Mansos were docile enough, they were not prepared for
a settled life at a mission. It was necessary to feed them
from day to day' and to begin 'the slow and difficult task
of teaching them the elements of a settled agricultural existence, as well as to indoctrinate them in the Christian faith.
The friars were aided' by the 'new' governor, Don Juan
Manso,"' who took a great interest in the work and who,
together with Fray Perez, personally solicited alms in the
New Mexican province for the new mission; but, as Fray
Perez remarked, "the people being poor, it was little that
I collected." Don Juan de Samaniego, who was governor
of New Mexico from 1652 to 1656, stated 'that when he
passed through the Manso area on his return. to New Spain
in 1656, he spent All Souls' Day at the Manso mission. He
renorted that the friars had "founded a Church where divine
offices were celebrated, and where, on my way to this city
from New Mexico, I confessed and communed, together
with other persons. ., the same day in the said church,
two infants were baptised and a little later another was
buried - and [all] of the said Manso tribe." He also reported that Fray Cabal was about to begin missionary work
20. For a l,"cview of early missionary effort, see Hughes, The Ber;innin!J8 of
Settlement in the El Paso District. pp. 303, 304.
21. It is a bit confusing to be obliged' to deal with an Indian tribe, a friar,
and a governor, ~li of whom had the same name. Don Juan Manso was governor
of New Mexico from' 1656 to' 1659.
'
,
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among the Sumas."" The church which Samaniego mentioned was probably a primitive affair at best. At any
rate, it seems that the church, whatever it may have been,
was later deemed inadequate, for in 1659 another mission,
dedicated to Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, was founded.'"
In September of 1656, Fray Perez wrote to the viceroy
urging the need of assistance not only for the Manso mission, but also for missionary work among the 'Sumas living
to the eastward of the Mansos. Perez' appeal brought an
investigation by the viceroy and the treasury officials.
Bishop Manso and ex-Governor Samaniego supported the
needs of this new mission field, Manso emphasizing its
importance as a sort of half-way post between Parral and
the pueblo area. The question concerning which the viceroy
desired advice ~as whether it would not be possible to require some of the friars of the regular quota of sixty-six
to be assigned to the Manso mission. It was pointed out
by both Bishop Manso and Samaniego that the full quota
was needed in the older missions and that only a grant of
extra workers could take care of this new need. In a decree
of'December 24, 1657, the viceroy finally authorized the
sending out of four friars for the Manso and Buma missions,
in addition to the twenty that were needed in order to bring
the quota up to sixty-six."' The service for 1657-1660 provided, therefore; for seventy friars, forty-six of them already in New Mexico and twenty-four being sent out for
the first time. On December 24, 1658, the caravan finally
set out on its journey to the frontier."'
Meantime, Fray Ramirez had received another honor
by being elected custodio of New Mexico in addition to his
office of procurator-general. This election, which ~ook
22. Tcstinonio de l08 autos y decrcto8 del superior goviern(), op. cit.
23.

Hughes 01'. cit. p. 304-306.

24.

Test·imon-io de los autos y deC1"etos del superior govierrw. Op. cit.

25. Testimonio de la salida de los carros.
68-4-9. '

Dec.

24. 1'658.

Informe. A. G. I.
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place sometime in 1658;26 greatly added to Ramirez' authority'and responsibility, and was to involve him in serious
difficulty, especially with regard to the long standing
church and state problem in New Mexico.
It is necessary now to bring a new character into the
story, viz., Don Bernardo Lopez de Mendizabal, recently
appointed governor of New Mexico. Mendizabal was the
son of an haceridado of Chietla ~n New Spain; He was
educated in a Jesuit college in' Puebla and later attended
the royal university in Mexico City. At the end of his stud~nt career, he left New Spain, going to Havana where he
was given a post in the galleons and in which he made
seven or eight voyages. His sea career brought him finally
to Cartagena de Indias, where, due to the influence of his
cousin, the bishop, he was appointed visitador of'the'bishopric. During his stay in Cartagena, he married a daughter
of the governor, a ·man who had held important P9sts in
Spanish Italy previous to his appointment in the Indies.
After leaving Cartagena Mendizabal· spent some time in
Spain and Havana, finally returning to N'ew Spain where
he held various offices until he received' the' appointment
as governor of New Mexico to succeed Don Juan Manso:'
The period of Mendi,zabal's tenure of office as governor of·
New Mexico was characterized by the renewal of that conflict between church and sta'te which was' so.disastrous to
an efficient administration of N~w Mexicawaffairs during
most of the seventeenth century. The details of this conflict as related to Mendizabal cannot be describel here~ They
will be presented by the author of this article in a forthcoming study of church and state in New Mexico. Only
those phases of the Mendizabal affair that relate to the
supply service will be discussed in this article.
26.

Audiencia. Nov. 26. 1663, Testificacioncs contra Ila'mire.?:.

27. For:.a brief outline <?f ¥endiz~lbal's early career, see Part III of the In{Juisi~orial Proce~s C\gai1!-:-5t' Mendiz:'lbal in Arch. Gen .. M~~ico. '/rquisicifJll. tome 594.
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Difficulty with the clergy and particularly with Fray
Ramirez, the custodio ·and procurator-general, began even
before the 1658 caravan left Mexico City.. In his own version of the affair, Mendizabal stated that 'there was adis~
agreement in the first place concerning provision for the.
journey to' New Mexico which Ramirez, as administrator
of the caravan, had promised to make and then later failed
to provide. This was followed· by further· disagreement .'
concerning the appointment of the military escort for. the
caravan. .Mendizabal stated· that, finding Ramirez to be
discourteous and difficult to deal with, he laid· the matter
before the viceroy. Th~ viceroy demanded of the commissary-general of the Franciscans that Ramirez should be disciplined for his discourtesy to an official of the Crovvn; he
also took away ·from Ramirez some of the authority over
the wagons and military escort which had been customarily
enjoyed by the procurator-general, placing such authority.
in the hands of Mendizabal."
Relations were strained, therefore, .when the caravan
set out for New Mexico late.in December.of 1658, and theY
steadily became worse as the' caravan slowly made its way _
northward. The quarrel was not confined to Mendizabal _ .
and Ramirez, but soon involved the.friars who were. making
the journey with the caravan to the mission field in New
Mexico. It. is this phase of the conflict which is related
to the history of supply service. In his version.of the affair,
MEmdizabal stated. that,although he tried to conciliate
Ramirez and to smooth things over, the friar, whose vanity.
was hurt by the action of the viceroy in backing up Mendizabal, refused to be reconciled; that Ramirez acted toward him with harshness and as an enemy; that Ramirez
forbade the other friars to hav.e any relations with him;
and, finally, that Ramirez sent 'false reports concerning
the situation to Mexico City. Mendizabal stated also that
some of the friars, realizing Ramirez' true character, re28.

Reply to article 1 of the accusation.

Mendizd})ul Proceso. part III. op. cit.
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fused to go on with "such an evil friar", and' that they petitioned him to require Ramirez to turn over to them their
share of the supplies:oRamirez, on the other hand, testified
that Mendizabal exercised his authority' with a high hand,
imposing unnecessary and discouraging delays, with the result that' some of the friars became discontented. He asserted, moreover, that Mendizabal sowed discontent between him and the other friars; fomenting disobedience,
especially among those friars upon whom it' had been necessary to impose certain punishment. The result of this
enmity and hick. of c09peration was the desertion of ten
friars during the .journey to New Mexico. This was a serious matter, inasmuch as it· reflected in an unfavorable
manner upon Ramirez' administration .as custodio and pro- .
curator-general; and, above all, it raised the question of'
accounting for the funds and supplies which had been provided for these ten members of the party who never reached
their destination.
The relations between Ramirez and Mendizabal became even more difficult after the caravan arrived in New
Mexico in 1659. i\.ccording to the testimony ()f the clergy, .
,Mendizabal began to play a rather high handed role, depriving the missions of' the serviCes of Indians authorized
by royal decree, controlling the primitive commerce of
New Mexico to his own advantage, encouraging the resumption of 'the old' ceremonies and pagan pra:'ctices of the In~
dians, denying the exemption of the clergy, submitting the
clergy to public insult, etc."" 'In short, the old problems of
church .and state were revived' and a period of conflict
started of which the ultimate result was the trial of Mendizabal, his successor, Pefialosa, and several lesser provincial
officials by the Holy O f f i c e . '
,
29, [bid,

flO.
See numerous articles in the
Men(liztibal P1'OC:CSO, part III. op. cit.

formal accu3ation

against

Mendiz,i.ha!.
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When the caravan returned to New Spain in the
autumn' of 1659 Fray Ramirez returned with it, leaving
the government of the custodia in charge of, Fray Garcia
de San Francisco, whom he appointed, Vice-Custodio.· Before the caravan left New Mexico ceriified lists of the friar:;
who were actually in service with the missions in 1659 were
drawn up by Ramirez, the Vice-Custodio, and the gover;nor.'" The caravan arrived in Mexico City in the spring
of 1660, and Ramirez soon found himself 'in further difficulty.
The desertion of the ten friars seems to have brought
down upon Ramirez a considerable amount of unfavorable
criticism in Franciscan circles. Moreover, when called,
upon for an accounting of his administration of the supply
train, it was discovered 'that his accounts were in bad shape.
It appeared that some of the wagons had been left behind
instead 6f being brought· back to Mexico City; Ramir'ez'
was called upon to make an adjustment not only in this
respect, but also with regard to the funds and supplies for'
the ten friars who had deserted before reaching New MeXico
and for those friars residing in the Custodia who had died
before the arrival of the caravan in 1659. The most severe'
critics of Ramirez were within his own Order, his superiors taking the stand that his apparent 'mismanagement of
the caravan' and his inability to make an immediate settlement brought discredit upon the Order, and' that rather
severe disciplinary measures were necessary in order to
save its reputation. During the autumn' and winter of
1660-1661 a very peculiar situation was created, with the
Franciscans undertaking to discipline Ramirez, whereas the
officials of the audiencia and treasury supported. hini
against what was deemed the hasty and inexpedient actions
of his superiors.
In September, 1660, Ramirez called the attention of
'the viceroy to the fact that the three-year period, August
31.

See appendix A ..
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3, 1657, to August 2, 1660, having passed, it was necessary
to begin preparations for the next caravan. He requested,
therefore,
that the 'necessary alms for
the triennium 1660-·
.:
.
1663 should be granted."" The viceroy referred the petition
to the treasury officials for their' opinion.
On October 5
tlJ,ey made their report in which the essential facts concerning the grant of funds and supplies for the previous threeyear period were re-stated; The report referred also to the
desertion of the ten fri~rs and to the necessity of requiring
Ramirez to make an accounting. In view of the fact that
Ramirez had not been placed under bond, it. was recommended that he should remain in charge during the next
three year term in order to give him an opportunity to
make a full and complete adjustment of·his.accounts."" Ap.,..
parently; the, treasury. officials ,had, reason to believe that,
If Ramirez were.requked.to make an immediat~,accounting,
the treasury· would be- the loser.,,, The superiors. of the.
Franciscans were' not willing, however, to grant, Ramirez
the time and opportunity to make a final adjustment. On
the contrary, they undertook to remove him, and by the joint
action of ,the com!Dissary-general and of the provincial of
the Province, of·Santo, Evangelio, on October: 19,.1660, Fray
Francisco· Perez was appointed· procurator-general of the,
Custodia of New ·Mexico in Ramirez' place."' This action
forced the issue
and during
.
.
.the
' next·,fe:w:.month's.the:situa-,.
..
,
.
tion was acute.
,
Presenting his patents of appointment ·to the viceroy,
Fray Perez requested recognition as procurator-general in
the place of Ram,irez and made formal petition for the in'stitution of proper legal action in order to be placed in
charge of the wagons and supplies."' Perez' petition was,
referred to the fiscal, to the oficiales reales, and to a mem(

.

.

.

.

32.
33.
34.
Oct. 19,
35.

.

Petiti9n of Friar Ramirez Sept. 24 (n 1660, Inform.e A. G., 1. 58-4-9.
Ynforme de oficiales reales. Oct. 5, 1660, Ibid.
.
Nombramiento de' 'Fray FrandscoPerei; Nombramiento del Provincial,
1660. I b i d . '
'
Memorial del·Fray Francisco Perez. Oct. 21 (?), 1660. Ibid.
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bel' of the audiencia, all of whom took the position that,
although the commissary-general and the provincial had the
right to appoint a procurator-general' of New Mexico, they
could in no manner' bind the' viceroy's freedom of action
concerning the actual administration of the wagons. The
one was an ecclesiastical matter, the other financial, and
in the latter field the viceroy was supreme. In short, it
. was stated that. it was the viceroy's privilege to continue or
terminate the agreement with Ramirez concerning the administration of wagons as he saw fit, and that the superiors
of the Franciscans had no authority in this respect."" Perez
refused to accept this point of view. He insisted that an
appointment by the commissary and the provincial should
be automatically accepted by the viceroy who should, therefore, depose Ramirez and place Perez in charge:'7
In order to strengthen his own side of the case, and
acting under authority from the commissary-general, Perez
arrested Ramirez and confined him to the Convento of San
Francisco, hoping in this manner to put Ramirez in a posi-:tion where he could not defend himself. Ramirez was
represented by his brother, however, who complained to
the viceroy of Perez' action imd petitioned that Ramirez
be set free so that he could present his accounts to the
treasury. Acting on the advice of the fiscal and of the
oidoI.', Calderon y Romero, the viceroy ordered Perez to
place Ramirez at liberty. For a month the Franciscans
temporized; Perez offered one excuse after another, raised
the issue of ecclesiastical immunity, and even appealed to
the audiencia for a legal opinion concerning the case.
Finally, on December 19, 1660, tired of the delay, the
viceroy invoked the name of the Crown, and, in a real p'ro'U1:,'57:6n addressed to the provincial, he ordered Ramirez sd
free. He ordered also that the administration could in no
36. Rcspuesta del Senor Fiscal, Oct. 21, 1660; Informe de las Oficiales Reales,
Nov. 4,1660; Informe del Senor Don Francisco Calderon y Romero, N6v. 8, 1660. Ibid.
37.

See Memorials of Fray. Perez, Nov. 13 and 15, 1660'. Ibid.
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sense' be placed in Perez' charge; instead, he ordered the
iJrovincial to send Perez, whom Calderon y Romero characterized as a restless and seditious influence in his Order,
to the Franciscan Convento in Vera Cruz where he was to
be at the disposal of the authorities until' his actions could
be, reported to the Council of the -Indies. Thus the first"
, episode end~d with a victory for Ramirez. as
Although defeated in his purpose to place Perez' in
charge of the supply service, Fray Zapata, the commissarygeneral, did not give up his figl1t against Ramirez. Even,
prior to the qU::trrel over Perez' appointment, Zapata had
ordered Ramirez either to renounce his office as custodio
or to return to New Mexico at once. Ramirez renoUliced
'the office rather than give up the fig-ht concerning the
supply train and his place as custodio, was taken by Fray
Alonzo de Posada' ,v[:o probably owed 'his election to
Zapata's influence: In 1661, Posada set out for Ne;vMexico
where he immediately, b,egan his' relentless campaign agairist
Pefialosa.
Meantime, 'the relations :between Zapata and Ramirez
steadily became worse. ' During the spring0f 1661, Zapata
,tried to have the organization and management of thecara:vans ~hanged;, ina word,' to have the famous contract of
1631 brought to an, end:' In this campaign, he enlisted the
aid of the provincial and definitorio of the Province of
, Santo Evangelio. In a series of petitions and representations, Zapata and his Franciscan associates pointe"d out
the disadvantage in having an ecclesiastiC at the head of this
supply service. They argued that experience had proved it
to be impossible for the Order to maintain 'sufficient control over the situation to avoid inconvenience and fraud;
that it was dangerous to the, monastic, spirit to entrust a
friar with such a ,large amount of worldly responsibility;
and that it would be better to put a layman in charge of the
38. For' this incident, see Cedula tocante al Padre Ramirez P1'ocurailor del N'Il.e'vo
Mexico. Bib. Nac., Mexico. M. H. N: M .. Leg" 1, 'num. 13; also folios 24 to 32 and
40 to 62 of Informe. A. G. I., 58-4-9.
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service inasmuch ·as a layman could be called upon for an
accounting ·more easily than an ·.ecclesiastic, since he couid
be required to give bond. It was proposed, therefore, that
the Order should gIve up all responsibiliity for the management of the wagons which were to be turned over to a layman subject t6 strict c~mtrol bY,the treasurer, and that the
alms which were paid every three years to the New Mexican
friars should be turned over to the sindic Of the Order who
would dispose of them in the name of the said friars. In
short, it was proposed to separate the control and.disbursement of the alms from the administration of the wagons.
It is interesting to note that the most important argument of Zapata and his associates was the' pretended impossibility of reconciling the spiritual welfare of-the Order
with the worldly responsibilities involved in the administra-'
tion of the supply trains. There seems to have been no difficulty in this respect during the period when Bishop Manso
was .in charge, and just as soon as Ramirez was out of the
way the Franciscans began a campaign of criticism of the
layman who, in 1664, was placed in charge.'"
.
In order to reach a final decision concerning the entire problem,.a junta general de hacienda was held on May
4, 1661. The various petitions of Zapata and his associates
were presented, together with a statement of Ramirez'
accounts and a number of opinions of the fiscal and treasury
officials. It seems clear that throughout the entire controversy the considerations which determined the decision
of the viceroy and the treasury officials were financial. It
was apparent that Ramirez was short in his accounts as
presented in 1660-1661, but it seemed probable that if given
time, he could make a final and satisfactory adjustment.
39. For the action of Zapata a nd the proposals of the Frar..ciseans, see [M lW'I.oria.l
of· the Provincial and Definitorio ot the Province of ,Santo E'vangelioJ, April 26, 166l.
Bib. Nac., Mexico, M. H. N. M. Let;. I, l'lU;n. 15: Memorial del ReverendisimQ
ZarJd,f.ta en que con a'lltas del defin:itorio de la Provi'ncia ha,ce declarucion de la Admin. ietracion de lo.~ CQ,rrO.'~ de su MalJestad con Que ee condu.cian ·las l.i7nQ.'fnas del Nucba
Mexico
Apilr 28. 1661. Bib. Nac., Mexico. M. H. N. M .. Leg. 1, num. 16; and ff.
·52-58. passim, of lnformo. A. G. L 58-4-9.
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On the other hard, if he were pressed for- an immediate
,settlement, the treasury was likely to be the loser. It appeared better, therefore, to p'ermitRamirez to' remain in
charge during the triennium, 1660~63, in order to give him
an opportunity to make a final and full accounting on his
return from the next journey to New Mexico. By a majority
vote the Junta decided to have the 1660-63 caravan sent
out in the usual manner and under Ramirez' direction. Then~
in future, the service would be put up at auction.'o A week
later, Fray Zapata was obliged to accept this decision and
to grant Ramirez authority to receive the royal alms and
to proceed with the organization of the wagons. n The second
victory for Ramirez.
Leaving Mexico City in the autumn of 1661, Ramirez
and the supply train arrived in New Mexico late in the
spring of 1662. Ramirez soon found that, his troubles
were not over, 'for news of his differences with Zapata and
the Franciscans of Mexico City, ha'd, preceded him and he
was received with rather marked -coolness.'" Moreover,
within a very short time after' his arrival in the pro\·ince,
two of his Franciscan associates denounced him to Fray
Alonso de Posada, who, inaddltion to being custodio, was
also commissary of the Inquisition in, New Mexico, ,for
actions which were regarded as ,lacking in respect for the
sacraments and practices of the Church.
The accusing friars :.- Fray Juan Alvarez and Fray
Diego Villasis - were members of the party which had
made the trip to New Mexico in the caravan with Ramirez.
During his trial before the tribunal of the Inquisition in
Mexico City, 1663-64, Ramirez testified thatVilIasis was
40. Junta General de Hacienda. May 24, 1661. Inform,r:. A. G. i., 53-4-n.
41. Patente, June 1, 1661. lI!id,
42. Ramirez Etated that on his arrival at' San Felipe he found the church and
convento . closed, so that he was obliged to make use of huts and a stable·' for the'
night. He said that it had been "reported in New Mexico that he had been excommunicated because of his. quarrel with Zapata. He also stated that Fray Alonso
"de Posada. the -custodio, was :his enemy. For these inddents, see Audiencia,
28, 1663. TesU/icaciones contra Ramirez.
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his capital enemy; that Villasis hated him becaus.e of the
fact that he had criticised and admonished Villasis for some
of his actions. It would appear that Villasis possessed a
faculty for .causing trouble, for. during the course of
Ramirez' trial, the viceroy requested the provincial to re..,
move Villasis from Mexico City anc;l to send him to Puebla
becau'se of his restless and turbulent attitude."'" Alvarez
a,nd Villasis made numerous charges against Ramirez, as
follows: (l) that Ramirez had blessed the Holy water in a
vessel which he was accustomed to use for his bodily neces.,.
sities; (2) that Ramirez celebrated mass in the same cart
in which' he ate and slept; (3) that Ramirez did not prepare and' equip the altar properly when he' celehrated;
(4) that Ramirez gave his friar-associates meat to eat
during Lent."
'It is apparent that Ramirez' stay in New Mexico in the
summer of 1662 was not happy. Besides being coldly received and denounced to the representative of the Inquisi.,
tion, he found himself involved 'in other difficulties of
serious character. It has been noted above that Governor
Mendizabal had antagonized the clergy by his actions in
almost every phase of administration. ,Fray Garcia de San
Francisco, the vice-custodio in charge after the departure
of Ramirez in 1659, had made formal complaint concerning the governor to the authorities of New Spain." In 1661
Fray Alonso de Posada, who had succeeded Ramirez as
custodio and who also held appointment as commissary of.
the Inquisition, carried on a· thorough investigation of
Mendizabal's' actions and examined dozens of witnesses.
The findings were reported to the Holy Office in Mexi~o
City, and orders for the arrest of Mendizabal and his wife,
as well as of three or four lesser provincial officials who

a

43.

Audiencias, Nov. 27, 28. 1663.

Te.tificacione. contra Ramirez.

Also testi-

mony of Fray Alvarez, May 29, 1662. te"timony of Fray VillasiB. May 30. 1662. Ibid.
44.

For letters or Fray Gllrcia de San FranciBco and of the definitorio. Bee

part I of the Mendizabai prOC~80. Arch. Gen.. Mexico. Inquinci6nTomo 598.

'
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had been associated with Mendizabal, were issued.'" In the
summer of 1662 New Mexico hummed with excitement.
Mendizabal and his associates were placed under arrest and
their property placed under embargo by the Holy Office.
Plans were made for sending the prisoners and a part· of
their property to Mexico City. Posada and the new governor, Don Diego de Pefialosa, quarreled over the disposition'
of the remainder of the property, and out of this quarrel
developed another, and even more acute, situation which
had its climax, somewhat later, in the arrest of Posada by
order of Pefialosa....
Ramirez found it difficult, if not impossible. to play
a nentral role in this series of incidents. As administrator
of the caravan he was obliged to assume responsibility for
the prisoners being sent to Mexico City and for that portion
of their property being sent with them. His actions were
subject to close scrutiny, and some of them,' especially certain action relating to Mendizabal and to Pefialosa, aroused
suspicion so that he was accused, of thwarting the free and
lawful exercise of the authority of the Inquisition~47' ,
The caravan, including the· Mendizabal and the other
prisoners of the Holy Office, made the return trip to Mexico
between autumn and spring, 1662-63. The Holy Office
took charge of the prisoners on their arrival in Mexico City,
and the formal trials began soon afterward. In the case of
Governor Mendiziibal the trial dragged on for more than a
year, and it was still unfinished when Mendiziibal died in
the prison of the Inquisition in September, 1664:"
45. The testimony gathered. by Posada is in the first two parts of the Mendiz{tbal
PT.0ccso, Arch. Gen .. Mexico. Inquisici6n, Tomos 593. 587. The orilers of m."rest arC'
in l1ulu1:~ici6n. Torno 442. f. 782.
46.', For, 'the Quarrel between Posada and Pefialosa, see the Peiialosa proce:'1O in
Arch. G·~""n.,Mexico. Inquisil..:1"on, Torno 507.
47. See testimony of Mendiz:ibal, . Francisco Gomez Robledo, and others; also
the accu!:;ution against Ramirez. TesUficacionc8 cont.ra Ra.mfre::.
48. For the trial of Mendizabal before the Holy Office, sec Meruliza/>a.l jJroceso,
Part III. Arch. Gen.. Mexico, InquisiciO'J1. Torno 594.
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The depositions of Alvarez and Villasis against Ramirez
were delivered to the Holy Office soon after the arrival
of the caravan, and during, the summer and autumn of
1663 additional testimony was taken in.the case, the witnesses being mostly the Mendizabals and their associates. In
November, 1663, the fiscal of the Holy Office formally
presented charges against Ramirez, and the inquisitor
ordered Ramirez confined to his cell in the Convento of San
Francisco pending trial.'" The trial lasted until November
of the following year (1664), when the tribunal, in de. finitive sentence, found Ramirez guilty. He was subjected
. to a severe rebuke in the presence of the tribunal and of
some of his Franciscan associates, and was required to
abjure and recant all of his errors:"
During the course .of the trial Ramirez had continued
to attend to the details of the supply service, and to enable
him to do so the Holy Office had relaxed the stringency of
his confinement in the Franciscan convento. The business
which he carried on was mostly in the nature Of liquidating
his accounts, preparatory to the change in the administration of the service which was being work~d out in accordan'ce with the decree of the .junta geneml de hacienda of
May 24, 1661. Soon after the return of the caravan in
1663, the superiors of the Franciscans began to discuss
the question of the future management of the service. After
more than a year of negotiation and debate between the
friars and the viceregal government, the changes were made
and finally put into effect on September 1, 1664. Details
concerning the change and concerning the later history of
the service will be discussed in part III.
Fray Ramirez remained in charge of the wagons until
August 31, 1664, so that his period of service lasted for
more than eight years. In the course of time his a.ccounts
49.
For presentation of th~ case- by the fiscal,
llamdrez. ff. 267-68.
.
.'
50. Sentence and abjuration. Ibid .. ff. 360-372.

see Test.ificaciones r-ontra
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were adjusted, and in a statement issued by the contaqor of
,the Treasury, March 23, 1666; Ramirez' administration received a definite vindication. It was stated that the accounts showed that Ramirez, had turned biwk to the Treasury more than ten thousa.nd pesos on account of the sums
provided for the ten friars who had fleq on the way to New
Mexico in 1659 and for others who had died; "an act for
which there is no example, for in the more than thirty years
during which the administration of the [wagons] has been
carried on, no part of the alms has been returned to this
Real Caja."51
,
In 1672 the Suprema in Spain took the sting out of the
sentence, of the Mexican tribunal of the Holy Office."' In
1676 the Province of Santo Evangelio voted to grant
Ramirez' all the honors "of an ex-custodio and procuratorgeneral of.· New Mexico, and ordered the action of the'·
Suprema published throughout the Province.";
(to be continued)
APPENDIX A
List of Friars who left Mexico City for the, New Mexican
Missions in the 1658-59 Caravan. '
Diego Rodriguez.
A'ntonio de Sotomayor.
Alonso de San Buenventura.
Diego de Santander.
Antonio Aguado.
Nicolas, de Freitas.
Felipe Rodriguez. '
Fernando Monrroy.
Juan Lobato.
Miguel 'de Guevara.
Antonio de Tabares.
Diego
,,_ L
.
Blas de Herrera.
I.

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
'1?r.
'Fr.
F'r.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

51. [Certification by Valerio Martinez de Vidaorreta. Co""tador of the ReGl;
Hacienda.] March 23, 1666. Bib. Nac., Mexico. M. H. 'N. M., Leg. I, ·num. 24. '
'52. Testificaciones contra Ramirez, ff. 378-382.
53. Custodios de Nueva Me",ico..
Bib: Nac., Mexico, M. H. N. M., Leg. 9,
num.8.
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Fr. Luis' Martin.
"Fr. Baltasar Nino.
"Fr. Francisco de Men'doza.
*Fr. Bernardine de Zuniga.
"Fr. Francisco' Perez Barba.
"Fr. Juan de la Cruz.
"Fr. Alonso de Mesa.
"Fr. Nicolas de Ayllon.
"Fr. Baltasar Amador.
"Fr. Alonso Arroxo (or Arvoso).
"Fr. Juan Bautista.
"Fled along, the way.

Fr.
,rr.
~r.

, Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

'Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
,Fr.'
Fr.
,l<~r.

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

II. List of Friar,s who had died during the Period Preceding the
Arrival of the 1658-59 Caravan.
Antonio de Aranda. (Former custodio)
Mateo de San Joseph.
Jeronimo de la Llana.
Silvestre de Cardenas.
Alonso de Castillo.
Pedro Ortiz de Zarate.
Antonio Moreno.
Domingo del Espiritu Santo.
Juan de San Joseph.
Francisco de la Concepcion.
III. List of Friars in the Custodia at the time of Ramirez' departure in the autumn of 1659.
Francisco de Salazar.
Antonio de Ybargaray.
Juan Gonzalez.
Tomas de Alvarado.
Juan Ramirez. (Not the custodio and procurator-general)
Juan de la ehica.
Francisco, de Azevedo.
Garcia de San Francisco.
Benito de la Nathridad.
Juan de la Ascencion.
Miguel Sacrista,n.
Diego Rodriguez.
Jacinto Monpean.
Antonio de Sotomayor.
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':'Fr. Antonio de San Buenventura.
"Fr. Alonso de San Buenventura.
Fr. Joseph Espeleta.
Fr. Juan de Plasencia.
Fr. Diego de Parraga.
Fr. Nicolas de Villar.
"Fr. Diego de Salas.
Fr. Diego de Santander.
Fr. Salvador Guerra.
Fr. Joseph de Paredes.
Fr. Fernando de Velasco.
Fr. Antonio Aguado.
Fr. Felipe Rodriguez.
Fr. Nicolas de Freitas..
Fr. Fernando Monrroy.
Ft. Juan Lobato.
Fr. Fra:ncisco Munoz..
Fr. Miguel de Guevara.
*Fr. Pedro Ortiz.
Lay Brothers.
Fr. Francisco de San Buenventura.
Fr. Jeronimo de Pedraza.
Fr. Pedro Moreno.
'Fr. Nicol~s Chaves.
Fr. Antonio de Tabares.
Fr. Joseph de Pliego.
Fr. Francisco Flores.
Fr. Felipe de la Cruz.
Fr. Luis Martinez. (Martin?)
Fr. Pedro de Molina.
Fr. BIas de Herrera.
This list does not include Fr. Juan Ramirez, the custodio; Fr.
Pedro de Molina, Ramirez' companion' with the carayan; Fr. Juan
Perez and Fr. Cabal, who were serving, or had been serving, the
Manso mission.
*Di'ed soon afterward.
(These lists have been compiled from certifications in Informe~
A; G. 1., 58-4-9.)
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A Quaker Forty-Niner.-The Adventures of Chq,rles
Edwa,rd Pancoast on the A meriwn Frontier. Edited by
Anna Paschall with a Foreword by John Bach McMaster..
University of Pennsylvania Press. (1930. Pp. xv-402.)
John Bach McMaster in his "Foreword" declares that
"it is not only of historical importance but of general interest to know all we can of the manners, customs, usages, way
of living, behavior of these people carried to the frontier by
the steady western movement of population, and of this sort
of knowledge Mr.. Pancoast in his narrative has given us a
great deal. ILis not the story of a traveller jotting' down
su~h scenes and events as come in his way, or of unfriendly
critics such as Harriet Martineau and Charles Dickens, holding up to laughter ,the crudeness and rawness of the West,
but· of an adventurous lad of the plain people living among
the plain people of the frontier and by his daily adventures
giving us a picture of their life."
Interesting the volume is and it covers a wide scope of
country and scene. Beginning with school days among the
Quakers in New .Tersey, naively, telling of pranks and punishment, the writer reviews apprentice days in a Philadelphia drug store, a transmigration to St. Louis and what happenedon the way, settlement in Warsaw, then onth.e
frontier, and finally: to California by way of Santa Fe an<~,
the Gila Route, and from San Francisco to Mexico and Nicaragua.' Adventures galore, thrills and romance, always
maintaining an intensely personal viewpoint, observations
and comment limited by lack of knowledge of history but
never dull, the book is' well -Worth reading. Written many
years after the occurrences described, it. is not surprising
that here and there errors of geography may be pointed out
and that historical accuracy is not always maintained. As
a picture of the times and the reactions of an inexperienced
youth from New Jersey to the turbulence of the ,Far West
the record is a valuable one. '"

,. I.'··
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There is hardly a page that isn't quotable. Here for instance there is an account of a visit to ,Kit Carson's abode
on the Rayado; the capjtalization being the author's: "The
Ran'ch House could not be said to be stylish: it was a two,story log affair, surrounded by Adobe walls for purposes
of fortification. Inside the walls were several Adobe
Houses, and outside a number more, as well as a large Corl
ral and several BUiIding~ used as Stables, Slaughter Houses,
etc. Carson had aboJlt him a dozen or 'more Americans and.
Mexicans and about twenty Indians, b~side a number 'of
Squaws, all to ,be fed 'at his Table; and judging from the
waste' we saw around the place, his Table was of no mean
order. Kit himself was a superior representative of the
genuine Rocky Mountain Hunter. His skin was dark and
he wore long black hair over his coat, giving him much the
appearance of a Mexican. He dressed in ,first class Indian
style in Buckskin coat and,pants trimmed with leather dangles, and wore moccasins on his feet and a Mexican Sombrero on his head. His reception of us was cordial, and he
distributed a clever piece of Beef to each of our Messes. At
our first meeting he had little to say; but after supper he
sat down by our Camp Fire; and we fou'nd him verY,garrulous, entertaining us untiIel~ven o~clock with his numerous
Jndian adventures. He spoke of the difficulties he had experienced in maintaining the lonely position he occupied and
)Tl protecting his Stock from the Raids of the Utes and the
other Indians. He had called in the aid of the U. S. Soldiers"
and being thoroughly acquainted with the haunts of the Indians, he had punished them so severely that they had found
, it their best Policy to make their Peace with him. He now
'enjoyed. their Friendship, and often gave them meat; and
they no 'longer m~lested his Stock, although they continued
to steal that of others; However, he still kept a Guard on
his Cattle
by day and a Sentinel at. night. He showed
us
.
- .
'several Arrow and Bullet Wounds on his person that he had
received in his encounters with the Indians, in which he
,

.

,
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gloried as much as could the most distinguished General."
It must be remembered that this was in the summer of 1849.
Amusing and exciting were the experiences in Galisteo before coming on to Santa Fe, his reference to the city being
brief. "As soon as I arrived in this quaint old Frontier
Town I hunted up my Friend John Doty, the young towheaded Fellow who had handed me the Pistols on the night
of the unfortunate Ball in Warsaw, and who was himself
wounded on that eventful occasion. I found him managing a large general Store for James White, who had been
the heaviest Store Keeper in Warsaw when 'I was there. and
whose Wife had danced with me at the Ball. John was rejoiced to see me and used his best endeavors to make me
comfortable. He informed me that Mr. White was coming
across the Plains with a Caravan, bringing his Wife and
Child, and he was expecting them every day. I bought of
him a poor six-barreled Pistol and a few other articles; but
I had come nearly to the bottom of my purse, and could not
buy many things I needed."
Much more informative is his description of Los An-·
geles, then a small Spanish town, while his account of San
Francisco is .most vivid. The Indians he calls a "listless,
shiftless, and debauched race" and expresses the hope that
with aid of Quakers as Indian agents who wiII educate the
Indian youths "these Students wiII become good Citizens,
and perhaps the distinction between Indian and White Man
wiII be ohliterated."-P. A. F. W.

Conqnering our Creal American Plains. By Stuart
Henry. E. P. Dutton & Co. (1930. Pp. xvi-393. III.)
More scholarly in manner but much narrower in range than
"A Quaker Forty-Niner," the story is principally that of the
pioneer days of Abilene, Kansas, .and an attempted vin~ica
tion 'of some of its early characters with whom historical
chronicles have not dealt kindly. The Chisholm and Abilene
Cattle Trails come in for incidp.ntal mention. The author
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lived in Abilenefrom 1868 on. Explains the author in bis
preface: "Early frontier accounts are frequently obscure
or inconsistent. For it is not enough to see a thing. * * * It
is essential, moreover, for the reader to realize distinctly
what the conditions and accepted opinions then and there
were, and not insert among them, as frequently occurs, conditions, experiences, and opinions of later times or known of
in other places. He should understand that that frontier region of the American Desert represented almost a tabula
rasa where almost anything might be, expected by ne-.vcomers to happen." The story is a lively one, is fully documented, and is interspersed with anecdotes.-P. A. F. W.
In the Journal de la Societe des Amer?:canistes de Paris.
tome xxi, pp. 159-167 (1929), is an . informative. and
charmingly written article on the famous Inscription Rock
of New Mexico, written by Prof. Etienne B. Renaud of Den':'
vel' University. And the interest is enhanced by eight illustrations of the more important inscriptions', four of them on
, two excellent plates.
It would have been well for Professor Renaud, in speaking of the Onate inscription, to note that other documentary
sources show conclusively that the reh{rn from the expedition to the South Sea ,vas made in the spring of 1605, not
1606 as EI Morro now reads. ,Whether this discrepa'ncy is
due to vandalism or to a mistake of the inscriber will probably never be settled. , Examination shows that the inscription has been scored over (probably by someone who wanted to get a clear photograph), and the one who did it may
have mistaken an old-style "5" for an indistinct "6" -and
proceeded to close the supposed gap, leaving it as it now
appears. But this is only surmise; the point ·is, that, as it
now reads; the Onate inscril?tion on EI Morro disagrees with
the documentary sources.
Unfortunately also, Professor Renaud wrote this arti,;
cle before the terms in office of succeeding governors of
New Mexico had been definitely established. T1?e anony-'
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mous inscription of July 29, 1620, can refer only to Govel. nor Juan de Eulate who took office at Santa Fe on Dec. 22.
1618, and served to Dec. ~1, 1625. As the author states,
"This n'cmarkable inscription is generally attributed to the
captain-general Manuel de Silva Nieto .. ,. -which of
course is impossible, as this governor did not arrive in Santa
Fe and assume office until May. 1, 1629. L. B. B.

Las Ordenes Rel1:.r;iosas de Espana 11 la Colonizaci6n de
A111erica, en la Segunda Pa1'te de/, Si[l~o XVIII. By P. Otto
Maas, O. F. M. (Barcelona: A. G. Belart, HJ29. 216 pp.)
Aside from a brief foreword of three pages and an index of 24 pages, this book consists entirely of source material in the form of fifteen documents from various
.archives in Seville ·and Madrid. There is no discussion of
the data thus presented except that which if; embodied in
the documents themselves, the author in his few notes confining himself to bibliographical' information and a few
points explanatory of the text. In other words, he says in
effect to the reader, "Here are some important documents
on missionary work in the Americas and the Philippines;
you may study them for yourself."
Father Maas is doctor in theology and professor of missions at Wiedenbrti.ck, Germany, and this book is one result
of work which he was doing in Spain last year. It is really
a second volume, continuing his early study, "Viajesde .
misioneros frailciscanos a la conquista del Nuevo Mexico"
(Seville, 1915"pp. 187) ..
While students of American history may well feel'
grateful to Father Maas for making available all of the fifteen documents, probably to readers of this quarterly tl;1ree
will be of especial interest. The second (pp. 17-35) is a
"Noticia de la California, Sonora, Nueva Vizcaya y Nueva
Mexico" of about the year .1779 ; the third is the letter from
Father Velez de Escalante to Father Morfi .(Santa Fe, April
2, 1778) ; and the last a,nd ,longest of aJI. (pp. 103-192) has
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the title "Cophi del Informe General instruldo en cumplimiento .de Real Orden de 31 de enero de 1794 sobre las
misiones .del reino de Nueva Espana, comparando su actual
estado cop el que tenian las que entregaron los ex-Jesuitas
al tiempo de su expatriaci6n." L. B. B.
ANOTHER KEARNEY LETTER
. (The following letter was inadvertently omitted in the
January Review from the group of .letters supplied, by Mr.
Clinton H. Kearny of San Antonio. The omission was especially unfortunate because of thesi~nificaiJt reference to
the official arrangements regarding General Kearny in California. It should be compared with the discussion of this'
matter in the paper by Mr. Thomas Kearny, pp. 1~16.-L.
B. B.)
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no doubt success will continue to wait upon him.
In the letter of which Gol. Mason will be the bearer, I
have given the general permission (say) some time early
next summer, after tranquilizing and organizing the Province of Upper California, to take a sufficient escort & to
. return to Saint Louis. I think, therefore, you may hope to .
see him before August next-well & highly diRtinguished.
Please make my compliments to Mrs. Kearney your
niece, and believe me,
My dear Madam,·
With the highest esteem,
Y r friend & servant
Winfield Scott.
[Inscription: ]
[Postmarked: ]
To Mrs. (General) Kearney
Washington City, D. C.
U.S.Army
Nov. 7.
~t. Louis, Missouri.
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NECROLOGY
JAMES ARTHUR CARRUTH

James Arthur Carruth, active in New Mexico affair8
for the past half century, distantly related to former President Calvin Coolidge and intimate friend Of Vice-president
Charles Curtis, passed away gently Friday morning, April
11, 1930, at his home on Don Gaspar avenue, with his wife
and son at his beside when the last summons came.
Mr. Carruth came of English ancestry. He was. born
in. Cherry Valley, Oswego county. Nev> York, on June 1,
1851, the eldest of five children. His hIther 'was the Rev.
James H. Carruth, a Presbyterian minister, born in 1807
at Phillipston, Mass.,. a graduate of Yale and of Auburn
Theological Seminary. In a,ddition to filling several pulpits,
he was also prominent in the educational field .as professor
in various colleges. In 1856, he moved'with his family to
Ossawatomie, Kans!'ts, where he came in contact with .John
Bro'wn and other celebrities of pre~Civil 'War days.
Mr. Carruth attended school in the university town of
Lawrence, Kansas, and there was apprenticed in the printing trade which was also followed b}T two of his brothers.
He had worked in printing offices at Junction· City, Emporia, and Topeka before coming to Las Vegas in 1881 where
he established a printing office, b.ookbindery, and stationery business.' As a Republican ·he was active in politics. held
the office of public printer in 1887 and 1888, was member
of the board of education and postmaster of East I,;as Vege,s.
He was publisher of the Las Vegas Record and other newspapers and periodicals. -In 1903, Mr. Carruth left New
Mexico for Berkeley, California, where he was associated
for five years with his brothers iri the printing business.
The southwest drew him back and he located in Santa Fein
1908, employed for a time .byA. J. Loomis in the Eagle
printing office, and later with Frank Staplin in the State
Record office. For the past four years Mr. Carruth was
superintendent of th~ prin~ery of the Museum of New Mex-
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ico and School of American Research which prints the New
Mexico Historical Review, and despite hi~ advanced age was
mentally alert and physically active until two weeks before
his death, ascribing his excellent health to the fact that he
was a total abstainer from spirituous liquors and tobacco.
Carruth was a member of the A.O. U.W., a Mason, and interested .himself in civic affairs.
Mr. Carruth was twice marri8d, death taking his first
wife by whom he had two children, Charles A. Carruth, for
many years a resident of Santa Fe, but of late years living
with his wife at French. N. M.. and Elsie, wife of .F. W.
Roeding, living at Berkeley, Calif. Mr. Carruth later married Miss· Clara H. Gerlinger of Burlington, Iowa, who survives him. His three brothers. Dr. William Herbert Carruth, professor emeritus of the department of literature at
Stanford university, California, and Albert and Walter Carruth of Berkeley, California, died within the past two years.
Mr. Carru.th endeared himself to many by his gentleness-he was always considerate of others-his loyalty and
unselfishne'ss~ For many' years he was deeply interested in
mining development and made a special study of New Mexico mineral resources. He loved the classics, was a wide
reader of history, scholarly, and one of the old-time all
around printers who in this age of specialization have become such a rarity. His vivid reminiscences of turbulent
days in New Mexico that followed the coming of the j~ail
roads were always entertaining. The day after his arriv~l
in Las Vegas, a lynching took place in which four outlaws
were hanged, one from each arm of a windmill that stood in
the old town. It was Mr. Carruth who set up and distributed placards now historical, and of which the original
hangs in the First National bank, warning a dozen outlaws
and notorious frontier characters to leave Las Vegas before
10 o'clock that same evening. Tradition has it that the dust
of the vacating thugs could be seen for miles along the Santa Fe trail on the way to Santa Fe that ~fternoon.
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The stately phrases of ·the Apostolic Blessina, "The
Lord bless thee and keep thee," and the majestic "Thanatopsis," ·"So live that ,when thy summons come," concluded
. the beautiful Masonic funeral service.s over the mortal re:
mains of. James A. Carruth at Fairview cemetery; Sunday
afternoon, April 13, 1930.
At the Rising funeral chapel on East Paiace avenue,
relatives and friends, including the members of Montezuma
lodge, A. F. & A. M.,. had gathered previously for the last
tribute to the deceased. The Rev. David Reiter of the First
Presbyterian church read the comforting words of the funeral service and led in fervent prayer. The floral tributes
were many and appropriate;. the attendance large. It was
a -perfect, sunnyafternoo:a, a Palm Sunday such as only
Santa Fe know". In the cemetery, trees were beginning to
leaf olit and the first blossoms of spring proClaimed nature's resurrection. 'r'he stillness was broken only by caroling of birds and the low voices of the mourners. ·The following were the active p~llbearers: Leslie Gillett, Owen
Wood, Fred Muller, T. J. Holderman, Charles E.· Linney,
and Herman C. Martin. The. honorary pallbearers were
Governor Richard C. Dillon, Paul
A. F. Walter, .Henry
..
I
Woodruff, Dr. E.· L. Hewett, H. S. Kaune, Col. George W.
Prichard, Lansing B. Bloom, Charles E.DolI,Frank Staplin, J. C. McConvery, Dr. C. O. Harrison, and R. W. Birdseye.
-P.A.F.W.

